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Machine learning has become ubiquitous over recent years, prompting many

studies of architectures for accelerating these algorithms. At the same time, al-

gorithms themselves are rapidly evolving, which means that any accelerators

designed have to be efficient not just at the algorithms used today, but also at

any future algorithms that may be developed. This thesis explores the question,

‘Surely specialised accelerators have their space in this landscape, but is there

a case to be made for an architecture that can provide competitive perform-

ance at low power, while remaining highly programmable and future-proof?’

This work tries to answer that question with a ‘Yes’, presenting VIP (Versatile

Inference Processor), a system employing well-understood concepts of vector-

processing and near-data processing with some modest, but key modifications

that are critical to its performance. Through detailed microarchitecture simu-

lations, it shows that VIP achieves competitive performance on a number of

machine learning algorithms such as belief propagation (BP) on Markov ran-

dom fields (MRFs), and deep neural networks (DNNs) including convolutional

neural networks (CNNs), multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) and recurrent neural

networks (RNNs). Through synthesis of RTL code for a VIP processing engine

(PE), it shows that the requirements for VIP are modest – VIP’s 128 PEs require

18 mm2 in area and consume 3.4 W to 4.8 W of power.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The landscape of computer architecture is changing rapidly over the past

few years. Serious physical limitations such as the end of Dennard scaling [23]

and Moore’s law [83], along with a changing application landscape have resul-

ted in a significant shift from improving single-thread performance to improv-

ing the energy efficiency of these workloads. In this new space, machine learn-

ing and artificial intelligence algorithms, particularly deep neural networks (DNNs)

have received special attention from computer architects, resulting in a sig-

nificant number of highly-specialised accelerators being developed for certain

types of DNNs, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), multi-layer per-

ceptrons (MLPs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs).

A class of machine learning algorithms that has so far been overlooked is

probabilistic graphical models (PGMs), which are fundamentally different from

DNNs in the way they approach learning. PGMs are generative algorithms,

i.e. they first model the underlying processes that generated the data before la-

belling the data, whereas DNNs are discriminative algorithms, i.e. they simply

seek to label data without modelling the generating process. As a result, we

can look into PGMs and understand the decision process, while DNNs remain

black-boxes. These algorithms also have different application domains – in-

ference on PGMs is used for computer vision tasks such as image de-noising,

depth-from-stereo, and detecting optical flow [33]; analysing DNA sequences [34];

helping pathologists identify disease [48]; etc. DNNs are used in a number

of other tasks, such as identifying objects in images [112], machine transla-

tion [130], captioning images [124], etc.
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Many recent accelerator proposals in the computer architecture and the FPGA

communities have focused on individual algorithms or a narrowly defined class

of algorithms. For example, Cambricon by Liu et al. [80], Eyeriss by Chen et

al. [16], tensor processing unit (TPU) by Jouppi et al. [59], Tetris by Gao et al.

[39], and work by Wei et al. [129] are some accelerators for neural networks.

Similarly, work by Choi and Rutenbar [19, 20] (later extended [52], parts of the

extension are described in chapter 3), and Cheng et al. [17] proposes accelerat-

ors for belief propagation (BP) on PGMs. These accelerators take advantage of

certain application characteristics to deliver high performance and energy ef-

ficiency, e.g.: accelerators for neural networks almost always have ALUs that

support little other than the multiply accumulate (MAC) operation, while ac-

celerators for BP have specialised data-paths depending on application charac-

teristics such as the number of labels, size of image, nature of probability dis-

tributions, etc. These accelerators often cannot work with other applications or

algorithms due to their high specialisation. More general architectures deliver

relatively poor performance (case of many general-purpose CPUs) and/or con-

sume a significant amount of power (case of many GPUs). The main question

considered in this thesis is this, ‘Surely specialised accelerators have their space

in the landscape, but is there room for a system that can provide competitive

performance at relatively low power?’ The answer, it appears, is, ‘Yes’. This

thesis presents VIP (Versatile Inference Processor), a system initially designed

for real-time inference in PGMs used in image and video processing (at full-HD

resolution); extended to work on DNNs including CNNs, MLPs, and RNNs just

by reprogramming software; delivering competitive performance on all these

workloads. VIP’s design is relatively well-understood, multiple independent

processing engines (PEs) using a vector/SIMD processing paradigm internally.
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Table 1.1: Qualitative of various classes of existing architectures and systems,
including CPU, GPU, TPU, FPGA, low-power ASICs, and this work (VIP) for
inference on PGMs and CNNs.

Platform Power Throughput Programmability
PGM CNN

CPU Med/High Low Low Very High
GPU High Med/High High Very High
FPGA Med Med [52] Med [129] Med
Tile-BP [17] Very Low Med/High N/A Very Low
Eyeriss [16] Very Low N/A Low Very Low
TPU [59] High N/A Very High Low

VIP Low/Med Very High Med High

Table 1.1 shows a rough classification of where VIP falls on the spectra of power,

performance, and programmability in the space of CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and

dedicated accelerators.

1.1 Trends Driving Computer Performance

1.1.1 The Shift to Accelerators

Moore’s law [83] and Dennard scaling [23] dictated how computer perform-

ance scaled for most of the history of modern computers until the early 2000s.

Moore’s law was based on an observation that the number of transistors on an

integrated circuit doubled every year, later revised to doubling every two years.

The performance of smaller transistors was dictated by the scaling law proposed

by Dennard et al. [23], which stated that as transistor feature sizes (width and

length) scaled by 1/κ, the doping concentration would scale as κ, the voltage,

current, capacitance, and switching delay would scale as 1/κ, resulting in the

power dissipation of the circuit scaling as 1/κ2, with the power density (power
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per unit area) remaining constant. In other words, circuits would get smaller,

faster, allowing more complicated circuits. When coupled with Moore’s law, it

meant that computers would get faster and more complex, but the total power

consumed would remain approximately constant. This led to a so-called golden

era of performance scaling, providing cheaper, faster, and more power-efficient

transistors operating on ever-decreasing voltages.

Dennard scaling broke down in the early to mid 2000s. As transistors be-

came even smaller, leakage and static power consumption could no longer be

approximated away, leading to increased static power consumption, increas-

ing the power density. Increasing temperatures negatively impact the ability of

transistors to switch off; this coupled with increasing power densities threatens

thermal runaway effects in integrated circuits. As a result, while we could still

add more transistors on a given area as the transistor area shrank, keeping these

transistors cool meant that they could no longer operate at ever-increasing clock

frequencies dictated by Dennard’s scaling equations.

The breakdown of Dennard scaling led to the development of multi-core

processors. Out-of-order superscalar processors typically require N2 resources

for maintaining an instruction window of length N, but could no longer run

at faster clock speeds due to power constraints. As a result, performance im-

provements had to be obtained from explicit parallelism, by running multiple

program threads on different processor cores on the same die. Of course, Am-

dahl’s law dictated that this mechanism could only improve performance so

much over the parallel regions of code before the serial portion became a bottle-

neck. Hill and Marty [49] observed that multi-core was not the solution unless

single-thread performance could still be improved, even at high cost. They also
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advocated for the development of asymmetric multi-core processors, with some

cores optimised for single-thread performance at high cost, and other cores op-

timised for accelerating the parallel region of code at low cost. In a retrospective

paper, Hill and Marty [50] noted that their advocacy for both asymmetric multi-

cores and for dynamically shifting resources between serial and parallel work

at runtime were realised as ARM’s big.LITTLE product line and Intel’s Turbo

mode. They also noted that their original paper underestimated the impact of

the demise of Dennard scaling.

Esmaeilzadeh et al. [26] projected the performance of multi-core architec-

tures to future technology generations. Their work predicted that merely scaling

multi-cores would provide only limited speedups on many workloads, whether

parallelism were increased to very high levels with programmer effort, or if par-

allelism were kept at existing levels and the system provided an almost unlim-

ited power budget. As technology is scaled down and more cores added on

a chip, increasing proportions of silicon area are underutilised, so called ‘dark

silicon’. It also indicated that microarchitecture innovation and specialisation

were key to improving performance efficiently. This makes accelerators attract-

ive, they can occupy the resources that would normally be underutilised any-

way, and provide improvements in a direction orthogonal to performance. Hill

and Marty [50] note that the ultimate success of accelerator-focussed chips will

depend on programmability.
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1.1.2 The Memory Wall

Dennard scaling resulted in both processor and DRAM frequencies rising expo-

nentially, but processor frequencies grew at a faster rate than DRAM frequen-

cies. Therefore, the gap between processor and DRAM frequencies grew expo-

nentially. Wulf and McKee [132] noticed this phenomenon and coined the term

‘memory wall’ to describe it. They observed that while most processors used

caches to mitigate the ever-increasing latency (in terms of processor cycles) of

accessing DRAM memory, the cache miss rate would ultimately limit the per-

formance of computers. The bandwidth from cache to DRAM is limited, their

projections showed that even with a perfect cache, processor speed would be

limited by the memory system.

This memory wall prompted a radical shift in the organisation of processors

and memory. In the 1990s, a number of proposals were floated for integrating

processors and memory onto the same die, thereby increasing the bandwidth

to memory, which was predominantly decided by the number of pins available

on a chip. Notable efforts in this direction included work by Kogge et al. [67],

Gokhale et al. [41], Kang et al. [61], and Patterson et al. [99]. However, diffi-

culties in integrating DRAM and logic silicon technologies on a single die along

with the non-standard interfaces introduced as a result led to these efforts fizz-

ling out [120].

Interest in tightly integrating processors and memory was revived in the

early 2010s with the introduction of 3D stacking. This process allows different

silicon dies to be stacked one over another and connected via through-silicon

vias (TSVs). This allows potentially mixing different technologies to get max-

imum yield on the DRAM dies as well as the logic dies. Modern memory
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systems such as Micron’s hybrid memory cube (HMC) [53] already integrate

some logic along with memory, although most of the logic is for an advanced

memory controller and some self-test and array-repair capabilities along with

basic atomic operations. This has led to a renewed interest amongst computer

architects in proposing lightweight instructions that can be implemented on the

logic layer of such a memory system.

Some emerging applications can avoid the memory wall to some degree.

For example, CNNs reuse weights across an entire image. More images can

be batched together to further increase reuse of data. The computation can be

structured as a matrix-matrix multiplication for efficiency. Additionally, the

data itself is often small enough to fit within a large on-chip SRAM which

can provide more bandwidth than off-chip DRAM. As a result, accelerators for

DNNs, particularly CNNs have very high compute to bandwidth ratios. Arith-

metic intensity is often used as a metric to quantify the ratio of compute opera-

tions performed for every byte of data moved. A ratio of one operation for every

byte moved has been historically considered a good ratio. Systems designed for

CNNs, however, are optimised for very high arithmetic intensity. Notably, the

Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU with its tensor cores provides a peak throughput of

125 TFLOPS, with a memory bandwidth of 900 GB s−1 [94], requiring an arith-

metic intensity of at least 139 operations for every byte of data moved in order to

achieve its peak performance without being limited by memory bandwidth. Ac-

celerating applications with low arithmetic intensity is tricky due to the memory

wall. Notably, BP on PGMs is a streaming application with very long data reuse

distances. As a result BP will not benefit from caching or any other technique to

improve data reuse.
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1.2 Thesis Outline and Contributions

This thesis is organised in the following manner. Chapter 2 describes the work-

loads considered in this thesis, namely BP on PGMs, and DNNs including CNNs,

MLPs, and RNNs. Chapter 3 describes an effort to accelerate one form of BP, se-

quential tree-reweighted belief propagation (TRW-S), through the use of a soft-

ware technique, and the implementation of this technique on an existing FPGA

TRW-S implementation. It also describes the challenges involved in the process

and the changes required to the FPGA accelerator design in order to incorporate

the software modification. Chapter 4 provides an overview of the proposed sys-

tem, VIP (Versatile Inference Processor), describing how its ISA was developed

to be a good fit on the workloads considered. It also describes how existing

vector ISAs fall short of being able to efficiently express the operations involved

in these workloads, notably BP on PGMs. Chapter 5 describes VIP’s microar-

chitecture, and the modifications to a HMC based memory system required to

achieve high performance. Chapter 6 describes how software is parallelised and

vectorised to run on VIP, exploiting both coarse and fine grained parallelism in

the workloads. Chapter 7 presents an evaluation of VIP using both a microar-

chitecture simulator as well as results from the synthesis of a VIP PE in 28 nm

TSMC technology. Chapter 8 discusses a section of related work in processing in

memory (PIM), near-memory processing, vector execution, and other proposed

accelerators. Chapter 9 presents opportunities for future research in this area.

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. It presents an analysis of the workloads considered, including BP on PGMs,

DNNs including CNNs, MLPs, and RNNs. It shows the similarities and
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differences between these workloads, and presents a case for a single ar-

chitecture to accelerate these workloads instead of the present trend of

developing highly-specialised accelerators for each workload.

2. It presents the architecture of a system, VIP, that is capable of accelerating

the workloads considered. VIP is developed around the well-understood

paradigms of MIMD and SIMD execution, and near-memory processing.

It presents novel instructions in the ISA that can efficiently describe the

computation patterns involved.

3. It describes how software can be written in parallel fashion on VIP. Through

detailed, microarchitecture simulations, it shows that VIP can achieve very

close to its peak design performance on the workloads considered. It also

presents the area and power requirements of VIP, and shows that these

are modest.

1.3 Collaboration, Publications, and Funding
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ted at the 22nd International Conference on Field-programmable Logic and Ap-
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Jungwook Choi, Dr. Rob Rutenbar, my adviser (Dr. José F. Marı́nez), and my-

self. The initial idea for the development of hierarchical TRW-S was developed

between Eriko and myself, we turned to Jungwook and Rob for their expertise

on developing a FPGA prototype and evaluating it against their prior work [19,

20]. The second part, VIP, was developed by myself in collaboration with my

adviser. We discussed VIP’s development and evolution with with Dr. Avinash
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Sodani, Dr. Ulf Hanebutte, Dr. Jim Ballingall, and others at Cavium.

This thesis was supported in part by the Intel Science and Technology Center

for Embedded Computing; by AFOSR grant FA9550-15-1-0311; and by a con-

tract with Cavium.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Probabilistic Graphical Models

Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) are a way of representing probabilistic

relationships between variables using graphs. Given a graph G = {V , E}, the

set of vertices V represents the variables under consideration, and the edges E

represent the conditional or joint probability distribution between these vari-

ables. Probabilistic graphical models may use directed or undirected graphs,

edges in directed graphs represent conditional probability distributions while

edges in undirected graphs represent joint probability distributions [69]. In this

thesis, I will primarily consider undirected PGMs, however, the analysis for dir-

ected PGMs is similar.

2.1.1 Message Passing and Variable Elimination

Consider the PGM shown in fig. 2.1. Let potentials φi,j(xi, xj) be defined between

nodes xi and xj, where the potentials are proportional to the joint probability

distributions, φi,j(xi, xj) ∝ P(xi, xj). The joint probability of the variables may

be defined as

P(x1, . . . , xN) =
1
Z

N−1

∏
i=1

φi,i+1(xi, xi+1) (2.1)

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

Figure 2.1: An example PGM
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where Z is a normalization factor.

The probability of any one variable, xi, may be obtained by marginalising or

summing over all other variables.

P(xi) = ∑
xj|j 6=i

P(x1, . . . , xN)

= ∑
xj|j 6=i

1
Z

N−1

∏
k=1

φk,k+1(xk, xk+1)

=
1
Z ∑

xj|j 6=i

N−1

∏
k=1

φk,k+1(xk, xk+1)

=
1
Z ∑

xj|j∈[1,i−1]

i−1

∏
k=1

φk,k+1(xk, xk+1) ∑
xj|j∈[i+1,N]

N−1

∏
k=i

φk,k+1(xk, xk+1)

=
1
Z ∑

xi−1

φi−1,i(xi−1, xi) ∑
xi−2

φi−2,i−1(xi−2, xi−1) . . . ∑
x1

φ1,2(x1, x2)

∑
xi+1

φi,i+1(xi, xi+1) ∑
xi+2

φi+1,i+2(xi+1, xi+2) . . . ∑
xN

φN−1,N(xN−1, xN)

=
1
Z ∑

xi−1

φi−1,i(xi−1, xi)δi−2→i−1(xi−1) ∑
xi+1

φi,i+1(xi, xi+1)δi+2→i+1(xi+1)

(2.2)

where

δi−1→i(xi) = ∑
xi−1

φi−1,i(xi−1, xi)δi−2→i−1(xi−1) (2.3)

δi+1→i(xi) = ∑
xi+1

φi,i+1(xi, xi+1)δi+2→i+1(xi+1) (2.4)

are messages sent from vertices i− 1 to i and from i + 1 to i respectively. Mes-

sages from a node contain the probability information of all nodes beyond that

node.

In a similar way, consider a graph that may be decomposed as a tree of

cliques. Assume that potentials ψC are associated with clique C. A clique C
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is a set of vertices {xi} such that every pair of distinct vertices is connected

by a single edge. It can be shown that the sum-product message passing al-

gorithm described in eq. (2.2) may be generalised to messages passed between

cliques [69]. Let Si,j = Ci ∩Cj be defined as the set of vertices common to cliques

Ci and Cj, and letN (Ci) refer to the indices of cliques that are neighbours of Ci.

The sum-product message passing computation for cliques may now be written

as

δi→j = ∑
Ci\Si,j

ψCi ∏
k∈N (i)\{j}

δk→i (2.5)

This is to say that in order to compute a message to clique Cj, clique Ci first

receives messages from all cliques except Cj, multiplies them with its own clique

potential ψCi , and sums out all variables that are not shared with clique Cj. In a

given clique tree with a specified root, messages are sent from the leaves of the

clique tree to the root, and then from the root to the leaves. Pearl [100] showed

that the messages generated would converge after these two phases. At the end

of these two phases of message passing, each clique can compute its own belief

by multiplying all incoming messages with its own initial potential.

βCi = ψCi ∏
k∈N (i)

δk→i (2.6)

As the sum-product message passing belief propagation (BP) algorithm mul-

tiplies probability distributions, repeated multiplication may quickly cause arith-

metic underflow with limited machine precision. To prevent underflow, mes-

sages are stored as negative logarithms of probability. Multiplications in the

log-domain are additions, however the sum operation used in marginalising

variables require exponentiation. A trick used here is to subtract the largest

value from the factors before exponentiation, perform the marginalisation, go

back to the log-domain and add back the largest value that was subtracted.
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Mathematically

− log(∑
xi

ψ(X)) = − log

(
∑
xi

e−(− log(ψ(X))−c)

)
+ c (2.7)

where

c = max {− log (ψ(X))}

The sum-product message passing algorithm generates beliefs that are pro-

portional to probability distributions over variables corresponding to the cliques

in the clique-tree. Sometimes, however, we require the configuration of vari-

ables that maximises the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP). In this scen-

ario, a variation known as the max-product or min-sum belief propagation al-

gorithm is used. In the max-product algorithm, the message update is similar

to the one in eq. (2.5), with the summation replaced by a maximum operation,

i.e.

δi→j = max
Ci\Si,j

ψCi ∏
k∈N (i)\{j}

δk→i (2.8)

As messages and factors are stored as negative logarithms for numerical sta-

bility, the max-product algorithm changes to the min-sum algorithm.

− log
(
δi→j

)
= − log

max
Ci\Si,j

ψCi ∏
k∈N (i)\{j}

δk→i


= min

Ci\Si,j

− log

ψCi ∏
k∈N (i)\{j}

δk→i


= min

Ci\Si,j

− log
(
ψCi

)
+ ∑

k∈N (i)\{j}
− log (δk→i)

 (2.9)
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of a Markov random field used in early vision

2.1.2 Belief Propagation in Early Vision

BP is used in a class of computer vision applications (referred to as early vision

applications because the computation is performed on data received directly

from the sensor without much processing), such as image de-noising, depth

from stereo, and image segmentation. These applications manifest as labelling

tasks, i.e. the goal is to assign a label (e.g.: original value of pixel after noise is

removed, depth or distance of object from camera, object id) to every pixel in

the image. These applications use a graph that is a 2D grid, each vertex corres-

ponding to an image pixel, and edges between neighbouring pixels indicating

that neighbouring pixels are expected to be correlated. Proxies corresponding to

negative logarithms of probability (called costs) are associated with every ver-

tex and edge in this graph. (Figure 2.2 shows an example of a 2D grid used in

early vision. The square-shaped nodes represent observed evidence, which is

a noisy estimator for the hidden state represented by the circle-shaped nodes.)

Vertex costs (messages from the square-shaped vertices in fig. 2.2) are chosen

to be loosely related to the negative logarithm of probability of labels being as-

signed to each pixel. Edge costs (for edges between the circle-shaped nodes in

fig. 2.2) are typically chosen to be symmetric, truncated quantities, proportional
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to either the L0, L1, or L2 norm of the difference of the labels assigned to each

adjacent pixel [33].

The Markov random fields (MRFs) used in early vision tasks are 2D grid

graphs initialised with vertex θv and edge θv,w costs. BP on these graphs works

in the following way – each vertex receives messages from its neighbours, and

generates messages to its neighbours

mv→w(lv) = min
lw

θv,w(lv, lw) + θv(lw) + ∑
x∈N (v)\w

mx→v(lw)

 (2.10)

When the messages thus generated converge, each vertex computes its most

favourable label

lv = arg min
lw

θv(lw) + ∑
x∈N (v)

mx→v(lw)

 (2.11)

The order in which messages are updated affects the rate of convergence

of the algorithm. Popular methods include the accelerated BP by Tappen and

Freeman [119] (called BP-M in later works), sequential tree-reweighted belief

propagation (TRW-S) by Kolmogorov [70], and a version of BP that schedules

message updates in a manner similar to TRW-S (referred to as BP-S). All these

algorithms are examples of asynchronous BP algorithms, i.e. they use new mes-

sage values as soon as they are generated. BP-M works by scheduling message

updates along rows or columns in a sequential manner, such that each mes-

sage updated uses the previous message as an input. When all the messages

in a particular direction have been updated, the direction of message updates

is changed and the process repeated. TRW-S and BP-S work by updating mes-

sages in a different manner. Messages in these algorithms are updated along

the diagonal. First, messages are updated in the right and down directions in

the 2D grid, then the direction of message updates is changed to update the up
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1 for y in range(IMG_Y):
2 for x in range(IMG_X):
3 for w in range(NUM_LABELS):
4 temp[w] = data_cost[x][y][w] + msg_right[x][y][w] +

↪→ msg_up[x][y][w] + msg_down[x][y][w]
5 for v in range(NUM_LABELS):
6 msg_right[x+1][y][v] = MAX_INT
7 for w in range(NUM_LABELS):
8 msg_right[x+1][y][v] = min(msg_right[x+1][y][v],

↪→ temp[w] + smooth_cost[v][w])

Figure 2.3: Example code fragment for BP-M in one direction

and left messages. Szeliski et al. [118] present a comparison of the convergence

of multiple BP schedules, including BP-M, BP-S, and TRW-S. While all these al-

gorithms have large amounts of parallelism (across rows and columns for BP-M,

and along the diagonal for TRW-S and BP-S), BP-M is the easiest to parallelise

as it requires the least amount of synchronisation. Figure 2.3 shows example

code for BP-M in one direction. We see that while BP-M imposes a sequential

order to the loop on line 2, line 1 may be executed in parallel on independent

processors with no communication required between processors. TRW-S and

BP-S both require very fine synchronisation between different processors, which

makes them amenable to hardware consisting of multiple processors operating

in lock-step.

2.2 Deep Neural Networks

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a recent development in neural networks

that include more layers than conventional neural networks. Advances in com-

puting as well as in training methods such as dropout [115] and residual net-

works [47] have made training large networks feasible. Two types of DNNs,
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namely convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs),

are of particular interest to the computer architecture community; these have

very different computation and memory bandwidth requirements. CNNs have

high arithmetic intensity, while MLPs have lower arithmetic intensity. Increased

computational throughput provided by GPUs has been responsible for the wide

adoption of these DNNs, however, their use in computer vision tasks with real-

time constraints motivates the development of low-power accelerators that can

meet these constraints.

2.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs were initially proposed by Solla and Lecun [113] as a way of general-

ising the learning in neural networks for image recognition tasks. CNNs use

the convolution operator from classical computer vision as a means of reducing

the number of weights in a neural network, while also achieving translational

symmetry. CNNs consist of a number of convolutional layers. Each convolu-

tional layer consists of a number of filters. Each convolutional filter is applied

across the input features to produce a single channel in the output features.

The primary operation in CNNs is the convolution operation, with an added

bias term.

O(x, y, z) = f

(
b(z) + ∑

i
∑

j
∑
k

I(x− i, y− j, k)hz(i, j, k)

)
(2.12)

where O is output feature map, I is the input feature map, hz is the zth convolu-

tion filter, and b is the bias term. The convolution operation is embarrassingly

parallel in the x, y, and filter (z) dimensions. Figure 2.4 shows an example code

fragment for the convolution operation in CNNs. We see that the code con-
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1 for y in range(IMG_Y):
2 for x in range(IMG_X):
3 for z in range(OUTPUT_CHANNELS):
4 out[x][y][z] = 0;
5 for i in range(KERNEL_X):
6 for j in range(KERNEL_Y):
7 for k in range(INPUT_CHANNELS):
8 out[x][y][z] += weight[z][i][j][k] *

↪→ in_[x-i][y-j][k]
9 out[x][y][z] += bias[z]

10 out[x][y][z] = max(out[x][y][z], 0)

Figure 2.4: Example code fragment for CNNs

sists of six nested loops, and these loops may be reordered in order to make

the algorithm most amenable to the data layout, or vice versa. Of the six nes-

ted loops, three loops, on lines 1 to 3 are embarrassingly parallel. As the same

filters are applied across the entire input feature map, CNNs have very good

data reuse and are predominantly compute limited. Smaller networks such as

AlexNet [74] require more storage for weights than for input features because

input features in such networks are typically small, however, the arithmetic in-

tensity of such networks may be improved through batching, i.e. processing

multiple independent input images at the same time.

Another operation involved in CNNs is the pooling operation, which col-

lects values from a neighbourhood and combines these values through the max-

imum or average operator. This reduces the size of feature maps. The final

operation in CNNs (which also appears in MLPs) is the activation operation,

wherein a non-linear function, e.g.: hyperbolic tangent, sigmoid, or rectified

linear unit (ReLU), is applied to all the values produced at the output of a layer.

Recent networks such as AlexNet [74], VGG-16 [112], ResNet [47], and Incep-

tion [117] all use the ReLU activation function, f (x) = max {x, 0}.
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2.2.2 Multi-layer Perceptrons

As the name suggests, MLPs, or fully-connected layers consist of multiple lay-

ers of neurons where every neuron produces an output as a weighted sum of

inputs. A layer in an MLP can be summarized as

O(i) = f

(
b(i) + ∑

j
W(i, j)I(j)

)
(2.13)

where O is the output vector, W is the weight matrix, I is the input, and b is the

bias term. An activation function is applied to the outputs of each layer, similar

to CNNs. VGG-16 [112] uses ReLU activation functions for its fully connected

layers.

Equation (2.13) involves two operations, a matrix-vector multiplication between

the weights and inputs, and a vector-vector addition to add biases. As MLPs

consist of matrix-vector multiplications, they are dominated by memory band-

width requirements. For instance, the first fully connected layer in VGG-16

takes in 25088 inputs and produces 4096 outputs. With 16 bit datatypes, this

requires 196 MiB of data and 0.1×109 multiply accumulates (MACs).

2.2.3 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and their subset, long short-term memory

(LSTM) networks, are neural networks where the output of the network at a

particular time step is provided as an input to the network at the next time step.

This allows the network to store information over many time steps, introducing

the concept of memory. RNNs are used in a number of applications, notably

with speech and language processing, such as machine translation, captioning
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images, speech to text, etc.

A popular variant of LSTM networks was introduced by Gers et al. [40],

which processes data in the following manner

ft = σ
(
W f [ct−1, yt−1, xt] + b f

)
(2.14a)

it = σ (Wi[ct−1, yt−1, xt] + bi) (2.14b)

c̃t = tanh (Wc̃[yt−1, xt] + bc̃) (2.14c)

ct = it � c̃t + ft � ct−1 (2.14d)

ot = σ (Wo[ct, yt−1, xt] + bo) (2.14e)

yt = ot � tanh(ct) (2.14f)

The network has a state ct that evolves over time. It takes in input xt, and pro-

duces output yt. Within the LSTM cells, a neural layer ft updates the state of

the cells to adjust whether they remember or forget their state, another layer it

updates the state of the cells given the present inputs and the outputs from the

previous step.
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CHAPTER 3

CASE STUDY: FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF HIERARCHICAL TRW-S

Belief propagation (BP) methods work well in practice, but have their draw-

backs – messages may oscillate and not converge, and the large number of it-

erations required to reach convergence, particularly with synchronous BP al-

gorithms. Tree-reweighted belief propagation (TRW) introduced by Wainwright

et al. [125], and its sequential version, sequential tree-reweighted belief propaga-

tion (TRW-S) introduced by Kolmogorov [70] provide a concave lower bound

on the log likelihood. These methods work by decomposing a graph with loops

into a combination of trees, and performing modified BP on the decomposition.

A comparative study of energy-minimization techniques by Szeliski et al. [118]

showed that the TRW-S algorithm produces one of the best results for a depth-

from-stereo task.

The work described in this chapter speeds up the convergence of the TRW-

S algorithm by using a hierarchical approach, similar to the one proposed by

Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [33] for BP. Further, the hierarchical algorithm

is generalised to the case when discontinuity (smoothness) costs are varied based

on a contrast-based scaling factor, as is common in early vision applications

such as a depth-from-stereo task. Work described in this chapter was done in

collaboration with Jungwook Choi, Eriko Nurvitadhi, and Rob Rutenbar, and

was presented in the 25th International Conference on Field-programmable Lo-

gic and Applications (FPL 2015) [52]. The initial idea for hierarchical TRW-S was

developed by Eriko Nurvitadhi and myself, scaling contrast-based smoothness

costs was developed in conjunction with Jungwook Choi, and the FPGA imple-

mentation was developed entirely by Jungwook Choi. This chapter discusses
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the FPGA implementation only for the purpose of providing context.

3.1 Description of the Hierarchical TRW-S Algorithm

A major drawback of BP based methods is the large number of iterations re-

quired to reach convergence, especially for synchronous BP algorithms. The

hierarchical BP algorithm proposed by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [33] re-

duces the total number of iterations required. Hierarchical BP works in a similar

way to image pyramids in computer vision, it uses multiple levels, grouping to-

gether ε× ε vertices from a lower level of the graph into a single vertex on the

upper level. BP is performed on the highest level in this hierarchy, and message

values are copied over to its lower level to serve as a starting point for the BP al-

gorithm on this level. This considerably reduces the number of message update

iterations required to get the message values close to convergence. Addition-

ally, the overheads due to the hierarchy form a convergent geometric series, so

the overhead is bounded.

Our proposed hierarchical TRW-S algorithm works in a way very similar to

hierarchical BP, grouping ε × ε vertices at the lower level into a single vertex

at the upper level. Reference software provided by Szeliski et al. [118] uses a

contrast-based scaling factor for discontinuity (smoothness) costs in order to

improve the performance of the depth-from-stereo algorithm. These factors

manifest as multiplicative penalties wv,w applied to a global discontinuity cost

function θV , as shown in eq. (3.1a). Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [33] de-

scribe a method to scale a fixed discontinuity cost function between levels as in

eq. (3.1b), their method does not take into account these multiplicative penalties.

We modify their method to incorporate these penalties as shown in eq. (3.1c) (nv
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and nw) refer to nodes on the upper level of the hierarchy. In the case that we

don’t use this contrast-based scaling factor, i.e. wv,w = 1 ∀(v, w) ∈ E , our

method reduces to the one proposed by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher. It is

important to note that these methods for scaling the discontinuity costs work

only in the case of a finite-difference model of discontinuity costs, i.e. the costs

are proportional to the difference of labels assigned to neighbouring vertices,

and that the costs are zero when adjacent vertices are assigned the same label.

The reference depth-from-stereo software uses at most two values for these mul-

tiplicative penalties, but our method of scaling these penalties in eq. (3.1c) will

result in more values with additional levels. Quantising these penalties to one

of the two original values does not affect convergence significantly.

θL
v,w(lv, lw) = wL

v,w × θL
V(lv − lw) (3.1a)

θL+1
V (lnv − lnw) = ε× θL

V

(
lv − lw

ε

)
(3.1b)

wL+1
nv,nw =

1
ε
× ∑
{v,w∈E :v∈nv,w∈nw}

wL
v,w (3.1c)

As the approach described by Kolmogorov [70] does not depend upon the

initial value of messages, we can use the message values obtained from hier-

archical TRW-S to serve as a starting point or guess. This will not interfere with

the convergence properties of TRW-S, rather will expedite its convergence on

the original problem.
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3.2 Parameter Exploration for Hierarchical TRW-S

We apply the hierarchical TRW-S algorithm as described in section 3.1 to a num-

ber of stereo vision benchmarks – the Tsukuba Head and Lamp dataset from the

University of Tsukuba, and Venus [106], Cones, and Teddy [107] from Middle-

bury College. We run a software implementation of this hierarchical TRW-S al-

gorithm in order to explore the effects of various parameters that can be tuned

in the hierarchical approach. As TRW-S is a sequential, asynchronous BP al-

gorithm that converges a lot faster than synchronous BP, choosing a good set of

parameters is critical to the success of a hardware implementation of hierarch-

ical TRW-S.

Two parameters that lend to manipulation are the number of levels in the

hierarchy as well as the amount of computation performed at each level. Ideally,

more levels would lead to faster convergence as adding a level accelerates con-

vergence on the level immediately below it, at the cost of limited overhead.

Performing more iterations on higher levels may also be profitable as these it-

erations require fewer message updates, and may lead to better starting points

for lower levels. In order to study the effect of these parameters, we varied

the number of levels from two to seven, and allowed each level to perform one,

two, or three times the number of iterations performed on the level immediately

below it. This gives us 18 different configurations.

Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [33] present a case for grouping a block of

ε × ε vertices in a level into a single vertex on the upper level, but limit their

evaluation to only the case when ε = 2. In order to investigate the effect of

increasing the size of blocks used to generate the hierarchy, we evaluated the
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convergence rate of the hierarchical TRW-S algorithm when ε was set to be two,

four, or eight. This, combined with the 18 configurations obtained by varying

the number of levels and the computation performed at each level results in a

total of 54 different configurations.

Figure 3.1 shows the rate of convergence of the hierarchical TRW-S algorithm

under a representative subset of these 54 configurations. From these results, we

notice some surprising results. As (asynchronous) TRW-S converges signific-

antly faster than synchronous BP, we notice that the improvements in the per-

formance of TRW-S are not sufficient to offset the overheads of adding more

levels in the hierarchy or performing more iterations on upper levels. Further,

we observe that larger block sizes used to create the hierarchy actually reduce

the rate of convergence of the algorithm, sometimes to worse than the baseline

(flat) TRW-S.

In order to study the effect of block sizes further, we created synthetic stereo

pairs consisting of a white square on a red background. We studied two particu-

lar cases, one when the squares were aligned with an 8× 8 grid, and one where

they were not aligned with a 2× 2 grid. Figure 3.2 shows the difference between

messages at the end of the TRW-S algorithm on the upper level (end of the tenth

iteration) and the beginning of the last iteration of TRW-S on the lower level

(end of the ninth iteration) as L1 norms using both 2× 2 and 8× 8 blocks. Large

differences in the message values indicate that the hierarchy failed to provide a

good starting point for TRW-S on the lower level. If object boundaries are not

aligned with the blocks used to create the hierarchy, the contrast-based smooth-

ness cost scaling factors on the higher levels fail to represent this information.

Consequently, messages generated on the higher levels of the hierarchy also fail
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to encode this information on object boundaries, serving as a poor starting point

for the original (lowest) level. Smaller block sizes have a higher probability of

being aligned with object boundaries, thereby encoding this information, thus

perform better. As a result, we set the block size to 2× 2 for remaining experi-

ments.

3.3 Hardware Implementation of Hierarchical TRW-S

Choi and Rutenbar [19, 20] developed a streaming TRW-S implementation on

a Convey HC-1 CPU-FPGA hybrid platform. The Convey HC-1 is equipped

with an Intel Xeon dual-core processor and four Xilinx Virtex-5 (V5LX330) FP-

GAs tightly coupled via cache-coherent virtual memory. As the basic TRW-S

algorithm is the same for both levels of the hierarchy, we reuse their implement-

ation of streaming TRW-S and add small modifications to support constructing

the hierarchy and copying messages across levels.

There are two possible approaches to implementing the modifications neces-

sary for hierarchical TRW-S.

1. Naive The naive approach would be to leave the FPGA design as is, and

use the CPU to construct the hierarchy and copy data across levels. This

has the shortest implementation time. However, we observe (table 3.1)

that the CPU takes very long for these operations, obliterating any ad-

vantages in convergence time arising from the hierarchy.

2. Optimised Due to the failure of the naive approach, we move the opera-

tions for constructing the hierarchy and copying messages across levels to
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(a) Aligned, 2× 2 block size (b) Aligned, 8× 8 block size

(c) Not Aligned, 2× 2 block size (d) Not Aligned, 8× 8 block size

Figure 3.2: Heat maps showing the L1 norm between messages (black indicates
very little or no difference, while white indicates large differences) at the 9th

iteration on the lower level and the 10th iteration on the higher level. Lower dif-
ferences indicate that the hierarchy provides a good starting point for the TRW-S
algorithm. Two cases are shown – when the objects are aligned with the blocks
used to create the hierarchy, and where they are not. If the objects are aligned
with the blocks used to create the hierarchy, the hierarchical approach serves as
a good starting point (lower differences in messages), while the other case res-
ults in a poorer starting point (larger differences between messages) irrespective
of the block size used.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of times spent on various tasks for baseline (flat) TRW-S
and hierarchical TRW-S (N = 2, X = 1) algorithms for the Tsukuba head and
lamp stereo pair benchmark. Times reported are for 29 iterations for baseline
TRW-S and 12 for hierarchical TRW-S, as they result in nearly identical energy
values (around 100.5% of the lower bound). STRM-TRW-S times for hierarchical
TRW-S include time spent in both levels of the hierarchy.

Task
Time Required (s)

Baseline Hierarchical TRW-S

Naive Optimised

Construct N/A 0.015 0.001
Copy N/A 0.027 0.001
STRM-TRW-S 0.093 0.048 0.048

Total 0.093 0.090 0.050

the FPGA. In this approach, the CPU is responsible only for handling in-

puts and outputs and for coordinating different phases of the hierarchical

TRW-S algorithm. Using the FPGA to handle these operations results in

minimal overheads.

The overall architecture of hierarchical TRW-S on the Convey HC-1 is shown

in fig. 3.3. The STRM-TRW-S hardware is unchanged from work by Choi and

Rutenbar [19, 20], but two additional units, Construct and Copy, have been ad-

ded. These units share memory resources with STRM-TRW-S. Data costs and

messages are packed so that data costs are accessed using memory ports 0–3,

and messages using memory ports 4–15. Each vector can be at most 16 ele-

ments, and each element requires 16 bits. If more labels (larger vectors) are

required, this may be achieved by accessing data through multiple cycles, the

STRM-TRW-S hardware uses a folded-pipeline architecture that allows it to pro-

cess depth-from-stereo with up to 64 labels.

Choi and Rutenbar [19, 20] parallelise the TRW-S algorithm along the diag-
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Table 3.2: Device utilization summary for hierarchical TRW-S on Xilinx Virtex-5
(V5LX330) FPGA

Resources STRM-
TRW-S

Con-
struct

Copy Convey
infra-
structure

Total

Slice Registers
(FF)

25,745 920 1,027 53,531 81,223

Slice LUTs
(6 input)

24,967 1,362 698 58,916 86,125

Block RAM
(36 kbit)

132 8 22 75 237

onal. Their STRM-TRW-S hardware therefore requires that the data be stored

in a diagonal order. Construct and Copy, on the other hand, group data within

2× 2 blocks, therefore a data layout in 2× 2 blocks would be preferred. On a

traditional memory system, these conflicting requirements would have resulted

in some type of performance trade-off. The Convey HC-1, however, has scatter-

gather DIMMs, which provide 8-byte access to any location in physical memory

with minimal overhead, thereby reducing the inefficiencies associated with the

non-sequential accesses by the Construct and Copy modules. This is reflected

as a very high bandwidth utilisation by all three modules, Construct, Copy, and

STRM-TRW-S.

Figure 3.4 shows the architecture of the Construct and Copy units. Both units

have index control logic for generating addresses in the upper and lower levels

of the hierarchy, cognisant of the diagonal data layout. Construct’s functional

unit consists of arithmetic for accumulating data costs as well as the multiplic-

ative penalties, while Copy’s functional unit is a simple buffer. Table 3.2 shows

the FPGA resources required by the various units. We see that the overheads

due to Construct and Copy are small.
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Table 3.3: A comparison between baseline TRW-S and hierarchical TRW-S (N =
2, X = 1) for the Middlebury stereo benchmark images. The times reported
discount the initialization time, as it is not part of the MRF inference problem.
The times reported for baseline include the time spent in STRM-TRW-S, while
times reported for hierarchical TRW-S include the times spent in STRM-TRW-S
for both levels, along with times required for Construct and Copy operations.

Benchmark Convergence Runtime (s)

Baseline Hierarchical

Cones (Cropped) Quick 2.529 1.313 (-48%)
Better 11.080 5.185 (-53%)

Teddy Quick 0.233 0.159 (-32%)
Better 1.436 1.135 (-21%)

Tsukuba Quick 0.022 0.014 (-38%)
Better 0.093 0.050 (-46%)

Venus Quick 0.115 0.069 (-40%)
Better 0.336 0.199 (-41%)

3.4 Results

Table 3.3 shows the runtime of both baseline as well as hierarchical TRW-S for

the four benchmarks under consideration. Two sets of results are shown. The

first is when a quick, rough estimate is sufficient, in which case we run approx-

imately ten baseline iterations. The second case is when we want results as

close to convergence as possible, in which case we allow the energy to reach

sufficiently close to its lower bound. Figure 3.5 shows the resulting disparity

maps for the Tsukuba Head and Lamp dataset for the two cases. The hierarch-

ical method speeds up the rate of convergence, but has its overheads. In the case

of quick inference, these overheads must be amortised over a smaller number of

iterations, thus contribute to a greater fraction of the runtime of the algorithm.

In the second case, when energy is allowed to reach fairly close to the lower

bound, the hierarchical method itself requires a larger number of iterations to

reach the lower energy, so the amortised overheads are offset by diminishing re-
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(a) Quick, baseline (b) Quick, hierarchical

(c) Better, baseline (d) Better, hierarchical

Figure 3.5: A comparison of resulting disparity maps for baseline and hierarch-
ical TRW-S for the Tsukuba dataset. Two cases are shown, one when quick,
approximate inference is needed, and two when energy is allowed to reach suf-
ficiently close to the bound.

turns. We observe in table 3.3 that the optimised hierarchical TRW-S algorithm

offers a 21 % to 53 % reduction in runtime over baseline TRW-S.

3.5 Discussion

The work presented in this chapter shows an FPGA implementation of hier-

archical TRW-S. It shows that changing the underlying algorithm or software

can improve the performance of an existing implementation with only modest
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Figure 3.6: A comparison of the rates of convergence of Hierarchical TRW-S,
baseline TRW-S, and Patra for the Tsukuba benchmark

overheads. There were also some important lessons learnt during this exercise.

A fast-converging algorithm is critical. Elidan et al. [24] showed that an asyn-

chronous BP algorithm converges at least as fast as a synchronous BP algorithm.

Zhao et al. [139] present Patra, a system that uses synchronous TRW message

passing instead of the asynchronous TRW-S. By using a synchronous algorithm,

they are able to significantly increase parallelism leading to much lower per-

iteration runtime. However, as we see in fig. 3.6a, Patra requires many more

iterations to reach the same energy as TRW-S. Even when we factor in the re-

duced per-iteration time of Patra (fig. 3.6b), we find that Patra performs only
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comparably to baseline TRW-S, hierarchical TRW-S is still faster. This is with a

system that has twice the peak DRAM bandwidth as the Convey HC-1 system

used in our experiments. These results reinforce the need for a fast-converging

asynchronous BP algorithm with sufficient parallelism.

Memory bandwidth is critical to the efficiency of Markov random field (MRF)

inference. The Convey HC-1 system used had a peak memory bandwidth of

19.2 GB s−1, and the highest memory bandwidth utilisation was for the Tsukuba

benchmark, at 92 %. Teddy and Venus did not perform as well because the

STRM-TRW-S hardware by Choi and Rutenbar [19, 20] was designed for prob-

lems where the number of labels was a multiple of 16, while Teddy and Venus

used 20 and 60 labels respectively, thereby wasting 37 % and 6 % of memory

bandwidth respectively. Without the Convey’s scatter-gather DIMMs, perform-

ance of the Construct and Copy operations required for hierarchical TRW-S

would have been even lower.

Even if we could utilise all the available memory bandwidth on a conven-

tional memory system efficiently, we would still be bottlenecked by the band-

width. Consider the case of Cones, an image with 1800× 1000 pixels (the ac-

tual image available via Scharstein and Szeliski [107] is larger in height at 1500

pixels, the reason for cropping this image is discussed in a later paragraph).

Even quick hierarchical inference on this benchmark requires over a second for

each frame, unacceptable for a real-time system. In order to achieve real-time

performance of 25–30 fps, the memory bandwidth must increase by 25–30 times,

impossible with a conventional memory system. Therefore, a number of related

work try and reduce the amount of external memory bandwidth, for example,

Liang et al. [77] break up the MRF into tiles and discard all messages within
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a tile, storing messages only at tile boundaries. Through this reduced storage,

they are able to store all messages within on-chip SRAM. Their work recom-

putes the messages within a tile from stored messages at the tile boundary by

performing multiple BP iterations within the tile. Not only is this method ap-

proximate, the additional work required to recompute messages that were dis-

carded from earlier iterations means that the number of effective iterations per-

formed by this design is very low, as little as one effective iteration. Lin et al.

[78] use the BRAMs within the FPGA to provide high-bandwidth data access to

their processing engines. This method, however, cannot scale up to larger prob-

lems as the BRAMs are not as dense as DRAM. It also requires that the graph

be loop-free, which disqualifies this system from working on loopy BP used in

early vision systems. However, as discussed in section 5.2 such high bandwidth

may be achieved with modern 3D-stacked memory systems such as Micron’s

hybrid memory cube (HMC) [53], or high-bandwidth memory (HBM) [1].

Other limitations of this work include that the system was designed to work

with only min-sum message passing on a 2D grid using truncated finite-difference

smoothness costs. As a result, the system was unable to handle smoothness

costs that were not of the form θV(lv, lw) = f (min{|lv − lw|, 3}). Additionally,

STRM-TRW-S used a FIFO within the FPGA to store messages from one diag-

onal to the next. The capacity of this FIFO limited the images processed to be

no larger than 1000 pixels on their smallest side. As a result, we had to crop

Cones, a stereo benchmark that was originally 1800× 1500 in size. A truly pro-

grammable system for BP on MRFs should not make assumptions that limit its

effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 4

VIP: OVERVIEW AND ISA

The previous chapter discussed the design of an FPGA accelerator for one

particular algorithm, sequential tree-reweighted belief propagation (TRW-S).

Even a minor modification to this algorithm required a redesign for the acceler-

ator, naively offloading the modifications to a CPU resulted in an unacceptable

overhead. This chapter discusses the design of a system that is sufficiently pro-

grammable to work with a number of algorithms, including inference on prob-

abilistic graphical models (PGMs), and deep neural networks (DNNs) such as

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), and

recurrent neural networks (RNNs), without requiring redesign, and has suffi-

cient computational throughput and memory bandwidth to support these class

of algorithms.

A system designed for fast inference in PGMs, CNNs, MLPs, and RNNs

must have sufficient parallelism in order to achieve the required computational

throughput. Additionally, the system must also have a high amount of memory

bandwidth available so that the computational units are not starved. As we will

see in section 7.2, the arithmetic intensity of the workloads considered in this

work, especially belief propagation (BP) is low, typically around four operations

for every byte of data moved.

There are three paradigms that could be leveraged to achieve the compute

and memory bandwidth requirements of these algorithms. We could either use

a number of independent processors in a MIMD paradigm, use a GPU with the

SIMT paradigm, or use a vector processor with a SIMD paradigm.
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Ahn et al. [4] propose Tesseract, a system that uses multiple (32) independ-

ent ARM Cortex-A5 in-order processors within a 3D stacked memory system,

Micron’s hybrid memory cube (HMC). While this system can indeed supply

the required memory bandwidth, its computational capability is still very low.

CPUs require a number of instructions for computing addresses, moving data

between memory and registers, and executing loops, so the number of instruc-

tions that perform useful work is typically low. Even if we assume that each

processor can work with a 2 GHz clock and process one useful operation every

cycle (that is to say, we assume that all overheads disappear), Tesseract will

still be able to process only 64 GOP/s, considerably lower than the 1 TOP/s

required.

GPUs manage to provide both the required computational throughput as

well as the memory bandwidth. However, they are typically designed so as to

have significantly higher computational throughput than needed for applica-

tions with low arithmetic intensity, consequently, they are inefficient with re-

spect to area and power. The SIMT processing paradigm used in GPUs also

requires each thread to compute addresses, move data between memory and

registers, execute loops. This adds instructions, saturating the instruction issue

bandwidth.

A vector processing paradigm, on the other hand, is able to amortise the in-

struction issue bandwidth as each instruction operates over a number of data

elements. In fact, a vector processing paradigm is well suited for the workloads

considered in this work. Ni and Jain [90] present four categories of vector oper-

ations – f1 : V → V, f2 : V → S, f3 : V ×V → V, and f4 : V × S → V, where V

and S denote sets of vector and scalar operands respectively. I introduce some
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shorthand notation for composition of operations from these categories in order

to provide a basis for an ISA. f5 : V×V → V → S is a composition of an f3 oper-

ation followed by an f2 operation. If we loop over an f5 operation while keeping

one of the vector operands constant, we create the category f6 : M × V → V,

where M represents the set of matrix operands. A vector dot-product is an ex-

ample of an f5 category operation, while a matrix-vector product is an example

of the f6 category. Operations involved in PGMs, CNNs, MLPs, and RNNs fall

under the f1, f3, f4, and f6 categories. For example, eq. (2.10) may be written as

θ̂v(lw) = θv(lw) + ∑
x∈N (v)\w

mx→v(lw) (4.1a)

mv→w(lv) = min
lw

{
θ{v,w}(lv, lw) + θ̂v(lw)

}
(4.1b)

Here, eq. (4.1a) is an example of a f3 operation, while eq. (4.1b) is a f6 operation.

Similarly, eq. (2.12) may be written as

R(x, i, y, j, z) = ∑
k

I(x− i, y− j, k)hz(i, j, k) (4.2a)

Q(x, i, y, z) = ∑
j

R(x, i, y, j, z) (4.2b)

P(x, y, z) = ∑
i

Q(x, i, y, z) (4.2c)

O(x, y, z) = b(z) + P(x, y, z) (4.2d)

Here, eq. (4.2a) is an f5 operation, eqs. (4.2b) and (4.2c) are f2 operations, and

eq. (4.2d) is an f3 operation. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 discussed how the oper-

ations in MLPs and RNNs are essentially dense matrix-vector multiplications

from the f6 category.
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1 for i in range(n):
2 out[:] = op(out[:], vec[:][i])

(a) Multiple independent vector reductions

1 while(n/2 > 0):
2 vec[0:n/2-1] = op(vec[0:n/2-1], vec[n/2:n-1])
3 n /= 2

(b) Divide-and-conquer on a single vector

Figure 4.1: Two approaches to performing vector reductions on traditional vec-
tor processors

Traditional vector processors are efficient at operations in categories f1, f3,

and f4, but not at reduction operations at the core of operations in the f2, f5, and

f6 categories. Reductions on traditional vector processors may be achieved in

one of two ways, either a) perform independent vector reductions in each vec-

tor element (fig. 4.1a), or b) perform reductions in a divide-and-conquer man-

ner, dividing the input vector into half every loop iteration and performing ele-

ment-by-element operations using the two halves as inputs until only a single

vector element remains (fig. 4.1b). Both these methods have inefficiencies. Each

instruction does less work than a single ‘vector-reduce’ instruction would, re-

quiring an increase in the number of instructions fetched and issued for the

same task. The explicit loop nature means that the program must be constantly

engaged computing elements of a vector. Instead a single vector-reduce instruc-

tion allows the program execution to move ahead and set up the next outer loop

iteration.

The Active Memory Cube [88], as a traditional vector processor, consists of

32 vector processors on the logic layer of a HMC. Each vector processor consists

of four vector lanes, and each lane has a vector register file containing sixteen

256 B registers. The vector lanes are programmed through a VLIW program-
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ming model, operating them in lock-step. Figure 4.2 shows how code for the

min-sum BP kernel may be vectorised to run on such a system. (Here, we as-

sume that the length of the vectors is shorter than the vector register length,

negating the need to stripmine vector loops.) There are some interesting obser-

vations regarding vectorising this code. First, we observe that this code uses the

first type of vector reduction, performing multiple vector reductions in different

elements, as shown on line 9. In order to do this, it needs to address as many

vectors as the columns of the smoothness cost matrix, in this case, the same as

the number of labels. As each vector lane has access to only 16 vector registers,

the Active Memory Cube will quickly run out of vector register names, requir-

ing that either the smoothness cost matrix be streamed in from memory or vec-

tors be packed and unpacked into the limited number of registers, decreasing

performance. Even if we utilise all four lanes for message updates, we will have

access to only 64 vector registers, which limits the versatility of this system as

size of the problem (in terms of number of labels) increases. The vector registers

are also underutilised – while the vector registers are 256 B each, vectors are only

32 B long for 16-label BP with 16 bit fixed point data, resulting in seven-eights of

a vector register remaining unused if it stores a single (unpacked) vector. While

line 3 can compute the sum of many messages in a single vector, line 8 serial-

ises the computation of each outgoing message. Second, while we can compute

the sum of various incoming messages in a vectorised format (line 3), the dir-

ection of vectorisation changes in the next loop (line 8), which means that the

vector data must be moved to scalar registers in order to perform the category

f4 operation required.

On the other hand, the ARM scalable vector extensions (SVE) [9] ISA provides

horizontal vector reduction operations (category f2). Figure 4.3 shows how code
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1 # Vectorise and eliminate variable v
2 for v in range(NUM_LABELS):
3 temp1[v] = msg_in1[v] + msg_in2[v] + msg_in3[v] + msg_in4[v]
4 msg_out[v] = MAX_INT
5 for w in range(NUM_LABELS):
6 # Vectorise and eliminate variable v
7 for v in range(NUM_LABELS):
8 temp2[v] = temp1[w] + smooth_cost[v][w]
9 msg_out[v] = min(msg_out[v], temp2[v])

Figure 4.2: Example code showing the vector execution of BP kernel on IBM’s
Active Memory Cube [88]. Here, we assume that NUM LABELS is less than the
vector register length.

1 for v in range(0, NUM_LABELS, VL):
2 # Vectorise and eliminate variable i
3 for i in range(VL):
4 temp1[v+i] = msg_in1[v+i] + msg_in2[v+i] + msg_in3[v+i] +

↪→ msg_in4[v+i]
5 msg_out[v+i] = MAX_INT
6 for w in range(NUM_LABELS):
7 for v in range(0, NUM_LABELS, VL):
8 # Vectorise and eliminate variable i
9 for i in range(VL):

10 temp2[i] = temp1[v+i] + smooth_cost[w][v+i]
11 msg_out[w] = min(msg_out[w], temp2[i])

Figure 4.3: Example code showing the vector execution of BP kernel on ARM’s
SVE ISA [9]. The SVE ISA is hardware vector length agnostic, requiring all code
be written with a stripmine loop to allow for different hardware vector lengths,
VL.

may be vectorised for this ISA. SVE provides 32 vector registers, but the lengths

of these vectors may range from 128 bit to 2048 bit. As a result, any vector code

written for this ISA must contain a stripmine loop, as shown on lines 3 and 9.

While SVE does provide more vector registers than IBM’s Active Memory Cube,

32 instead of 16, it suffers from the same issues caused by a fixed number of vec-

tor register names. The stripmine loop necessitates that segments of the smooth-
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ness cost matrix be streamed in from memory on every instance of line 10.

VIP recognises that this pattern of matrix-vector style operations ( f6 cat-

egory) is common in the workloads to be accelerated, namely BP on PGMs

and DNNs. It addresses the limitations of traditional vector architectures (such

as the IBM Active Memory Cube and ARM SVE) by changing the processing

paradigm from a vector-register paradigm (where data are stored in vector re-

gisters) to a vector memory-memory paradigm (data are stored in memory and

accessed via pointers). This shift provides two key benefits. First, it makes a

lot more efficient use of available storage space by preventing any loss due to

misalignment with a hardware vector length. Second, it provides a very intu-

itive way to store and operate on matrices. In the VIP ISA, a matrix may be

represented by just its starting address and dimensions, instead of packing and

unpacking a matrix in multiple vector registers. A vector is represented by its

starting address and dimension (which is the same as the number of matrix

columns in the vector unit configuration registers). The ISA provides instruc-

tions to set the dimensions of the matrix in software, allowing VIP to operate on

data where data size may change rapidly.

The vector memory-memory paradigm was used in older vector processors

such as the CDC STAR-100 [108]; the vector units in these machines received

operands and wrote data directly to magnetic core memory. A stream unit in

the STAR-100 was responsible for supplying operands from and writing results

back to storage. Modern DRAM, however, has unpredictable and long latency

dependent on the state of the memory and pending requests. VIP provides

a 4 KiB SRAM scratchpad memory that is managed in software. A program-

mer must stage data from DRAM memory into this scratchpad before the vec-
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tor units in VIP can operate on data. Similar to a register file, this memory

provides three read and two write ports, the difference is that it may be ac-

cessed at any byte location. The scratchpad ameliorates the issue of increased

memory bandwidth with the vector memory-memory paradigm – classic vec-

tor memory-memory machines had to write all intermediate values back to

memory, while vector-register machines could store these in registers and dis-

card them when they were no longer needed. VIP requires that its vector units

operate on scratchpad memory allowing temporary and intermediate values to

be stored in the scratchpad, not in DRAM, reducing DRAM bandwidth.

In order to set up addresses and execute loops, VIP provides a scalar unit

with a stripped down instruction set. It also provides a load-store unit to move

data between local storage (SRAM scratchpad holding data for the vector unit,

or register file holding data for the scalar unit) and DRAM main memory. The

scalar and load-store units are meant to be operated in the shadow of the vector

unit. Ideally, the programmer should set up a long latency vector operation;

while the vector unit is busy, prefetch data for the next outer loop iteration

by setting up the necessary addresses and issuing the required load or store

commands. If done correctly and with adequate software prefetching, VIP’s

vector ALUs can be constantly kept busy, allowing VIP to achieve 100 % of its

peak throughput. This is different from a GPU where each thread may have to

perform redundant computation such as bumping induction variables, issuing

load and store instructions, executing branches which take cycles away from

performing useful work.

The workloads under consideration have a considerable amount of coarse-

grained parallelism. For example, PGMs use graphs, and vertices of the graph
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Table 4.1: A summary of the VIP instruction set

Vector Instructions

Configuration set.{vl,mr},{v.drain}
Matrix-vector m.v.{mul,add,sub,min,max.nop}.{add,min,max}
Vector-vector v.v.{mul,add,sub,min,max}
Vector-scalar v.s.{mul,add,sub,min,max}
Scalar Instructions

Reg-reg {add,sub,sll,srl,sra,and,or,xor}
Reg-imm {add,sub,sll,srl,sra,and,or,xor}
Move {mov,mov.imm}
Control {blt,bge,beq,bne,jmp}
Load-store Instructions

SRAM {ld,st}.sram
Reg {ld,st}.reg
Sync memfence

may be processed in parallel. Similarly, CNNs apply the same set of filters to

different regions of the input image, these operations again may be done in par-

allel. Therefore, a system for inference on these workloads must also provide

many independently controlled processing engines (PEs) that work in a MIMD

paradigm, each PE internally using a SIMD paradigm for fine-grained parallel-

ism. VIP provides multiple (128) independently controlled PEs. Each PE has

a vector unit to operate on data, and a scalar unit to perform other operations

such as setting up addresses and executing loops, along with a load-store unit

for moving data between memory and local storage (registers or scratchpad).

Table 4.1 shows a summary of the instructions supported by VIP in each of the

three units.

The other component to VIP’s design is to provide the necessary memory

bandwidth. BP-M on full-HD video at 24 fps requires a memory bandwidth of

237 GB s−1, beyond the capability of a conventional memory system. VIP there-
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Figure 4.4: An overview of VIP’s architecture, from the system level down to the
data-path in a single PE. A hybrid memory cube (HMC) has 32 vaults, which
are connected via a 2D torus network. A vault has four processing engines
(PEs) associated with it. A PE consists of unified fetch and decode, followed by
independent vector, scalar, and load-store units. A unified issue unit is respons-
ible for detecting data hazards in the scratchpad (used by vector and load-store
pipelines) through an associative array lookup (ARC). The vector unit itself con-
sists of a vertical unit for element-wise operations, and a horizontal unit for re-
ducing vectors to scalars. The vector pipeline has a 64 bit data-path which can
perform one 64 bit, two 32 bit, four 16 bit, or eight 8 bit operations in a single
cycle.

fore uses a modern, 3D stacked memory system similar to Micron’s HMC [53]

to provide the required memory bandwidth.

Figure 4.4 shows an overview of the VIP architecture.
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CHAPTER 5

THE VIP HARDWARE

The previous chapter described an overview of the VIP ISA and philosophy.

This chapter discusses the microarchitecture and memory system design de-

cisions that allow VIP to achieve the required performance on the workloads

considered in this work.

5.1 The VIP Microarchitecture

VIP uses a vector-processing paradigm to accelerate inference in probabilistic

graphical models (PGMs), and deep neural networks (DNNs) including convo-

lutional neural networks (CNNs), multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), and recur-

rent neural networks (RNNs), as discussed in chapter 4. VIP’s processing en-

gines (PEs) are augmented with a vector reduction unit and with support for f6

category (matrix-vector) operations. Unlike other processors developed for sci-

entific computing that focus on only the multiply accumulate (MAC) operation,

VIP’s ISA allows any pair of operations to be composed between the vertical

(element-wise) and horizontal (reduction, or across elements) vector units.

VIP’s PEs therefore consist of a vector unit with a vertical or element-wise

vector unit similar to traditional vector processors and a horizontal or reduction

unit (shown in fig. 4.4). The reduction unit is bypassed for instructions that

are not in the f2, f5, or f6 categories. Operations from the f2 category (vector

reductions) can be accomplished by setting the number of matrix rows to one,

and issuing a f6 (matrix-vector) instruction with no operations for the ALUs in

the element-wise vector unit.
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There are trade-offs associated with choosing the data-path width of the vec-

tor pipeline. A wider data-path allows the PE to process more data in the same

cycle, at the overheads of increased area. Additionally, the area and access time

of the SRAM scratchpad used to supply data to the vector pipeline will also in-

crease with an increased data-path width. If the data-path width is allowed to

grow larger than the length of vectors that we expect will be processed, then

ALUs are left idle without data to process, wasting area and power. In case of

inference on Markov random fields (MRFs), we expect vector lengths to vary

between 9 (for 3× 3 optical flow) to 16 (depth-from-stereo), to 49 (7× 7 optical

flow). The example being considered in this work is depth-from-stereo with 16

labels. VIP employs a modest 64 bit wide data-path allowing the area to remain

low. The data-path is capable of sub-word SIMD computation, so the data-path

can perform one 64 bit, two 32 bit, four 16 bit, or eight 8 bit computations in a

single cycle. The vectors encountered in real workloads, e.g.: belief propaga-

tion (BP) or DNNs will be longer than the data-path width. These vectors are

sent down the vector pipeline in multiple cycles in the classic temporal vec-

tor processing paradigm employed by computers such as the CDC STAR-100

or the Cray 1 [108]. The choice of a relatively narrow data-path has yet an-

other advantage: by increasing the latency of individual operations, it allows

the latency of DRAM accesses and control code to be effectively hidden behind

the longer computation time. While the VIP ISA does not specify a maximum

vector length, RTL synthesis (described in section 7.1.3) allows a vector to con-

tain up to 256 elements.

The VIP ISA uses a vector memory-memory paradigm for processing in or-

der to better support matrix-vector operations, as well as to better support the

applications considered. PGMs may result in varying matrix and vector sizes as
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the algorithm traverses an arbitrary graph. CNNs also will require, for efficient

computation, at least twice the number of vectors as the X-Y dimensions of the

filters. Therefore, CNNs with large filters, such as AlexNet [74] with 11 × 11

filters will therefore require at least 242 vectors to be stored in order to process a

single filter on an activation window. A vector-register architecture will restrict

the number of vectors, e.g. the Active Memory Cube [88] provides 16 vector

registers, ARM’s scalable vector extensions (SVE) [9] provides 32. Limiting the

number of vectors that may be addressed in local storage (registers) requires

data be spilled to the memory hierarchy when the available vector names get

used up, wasting performance, as discussed in chapter 4. While architectures

such as Hwacha [75] and even the much older Fujitsu VP2000 [122] provide

a way to vary the number of available vector register names by reducing the

length of each vector, such configuration must be done before a kernel is run.

This would have a detrimental effect on the performance of applications such as

PGMs which may encounter different vector lengths and numbers from vertex

to vertex. GPU kernels request the number of registers required, which determ-

ines the number of thread blocks that can be run simultaneously on a streaming

multiprocessor (SM). An issue with this approach is that the performance of a

GPU (the number of thread blocks that can be run on a SM) is limited by the

maximum number of registers used in a thread block; this decreases perform-

ance if the number of registers requested by a thread block is not a perfect di-

visor of the total number of registers available (misalignment), and because the

number of registers holding useful data (live registers) is typically lower than

the maximum number of registers requested.

VIP provides a 4 KiB byte-addressable SRAM scratchpad memory for every

PE with three read and two write ports. The scratchpad requires three read
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ports, two for reading in vector operands, and one for reading data from the

scratchpad and writing it to memory. Similarly, one write port is required for

storing the results of the vector computation, another for reading data from

memory. The scratchpad is made of eight SRAM banks, each with three 8 bit

read and two 8 bit write ports. Logic similar to a barrel shifter is used to swizzle

the order of these banks when the address requested is not aligned to a 8 B

boundary, allowing any byte-aligned location to be read from or written to. Fig-

ure 5.1 shows the banked structure of VIP’s scratchpad.

SRAMs generated by a memory compiler are read non-combinationally. First,

the address to be read must be supplied to the read ports, then the output en-

able signal is pulled low. The data is available some time after the output enable

is pulled low. This means that VIP must pipeline address computation and ac-

cess into two separate cycles in order to access the scratchpad. According to

CACTI 6.5 [85], the SRAM required to build the scratchpad has an access time

of 0.19 ns, significantly lower than the 0.8 ns target clock. In fact, this access time

is lower than half the clock period, 0.4 ns. VIP therefore pipelines the address

generation and SRAM access into two halves of the clock cycles: address gen-

eration from either the vector control or load-store unit and address update by

the swizzle logic within the scratchpad is done in the first half of the clock cycle,

the SRAM output enable signal is provided by the falling clock edge, and the

SRAMs are read and the output reassembled by the barrel shifter in the second

half of the clock cycle to be latched at the input registers of the vector or load-

store unit on the rising edge of the next clock.

In order to execute basic control flow operations such as loops and branches,

and to compute DRAM addresses for moving data between memory and the
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Figure 5.1: Banked Design of VIP’s SRAM Scratchpad
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scratchpad, VIP provides a scalar unit. The scalar pipeline supports only basic

arithmetic, bitwise shift and logical, and conditional branch and unconditional

jump instructions. The scalar unit has a 64-entry register file, which also holds

pointers to data within the scratchpad. In order to mitigate hazards within the

scalar pipeline, registers are augmented with a ‘valid’ bit. This bit is cleared

whenever an instruction that writes to that register is issued. Instructions read-

ing this register will stall until this valid bit is set. Similar to the scratchpad,

the register file is also constructed using a SRAM; the address (register number)

is generated by the decoder in the first half of the clock cycle, and the output

enable asserted and data read out of the SRAM in the second half of the clock

cycle. The valid bits are stored as a separate set of flip-flops; the SRAM is not

read until the valid bits indicate that all data requested by the instruction is

available to be read.

VIP has a load-store unit to move data between the PE and DRAM. This unit

may load to or store from either a scalar register or the scratchpad. If loading

to a register, the valid bit in the register is cleared until the data returns from

DRAM, preventing invalid values from being read by subsequent instructions

reading that register. Instructions that move data between the scratchpad and

DRAM receive via registers, the start addresses in DRAM, in the scratchpad,

and the length of data to be moved through scalar registers. This allows the

program to work even if the length of vectors is unknown at compile time.

When an instruction is issued to load data into the scratchpad, the start and

end addresses within the scratchpad are locked by writing into a data structure

called array range check (ARC). The ARC is an associative array holding up

to twenty entries. Any instruction reading or writing data to the scratchpad is
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stalled if the range of addresses it accesses within the scratchpad overlap with

a range stored within the ARC. An ARC entry is cleared upon the completion

of the load associated with that range. Unlike a DMA system, this ARC-based

mechanism is invisible to the programmer.

There are two choices around the use of the ARC. The ARC could be used

as described, only for tracking when DRAM loads have completed, or to de-

tect and mitigate hazards in the vector pipeline. The latter scenario has the

advantage that the programmer is no longer responsible for mitigating hazards

in VIP’s vector pipeline, making the system easier to program. The drawback

of this approach, however, is that it checks an associative array multiple times

every cycle, resulting in many simultaneous comparison operations that require

time and consume power. As a result VIP uses the ARC only to track DRAM

loads. Another choice is the number of entries in the ARC. RTL synthesis res-

ults show that the size of the ARC cannot be increased beyond twenty entries

without added complexity to meet the 0.8 ns clock cycle constraint.

The scalar and load-store units are designed to operate in the shadow of the

vector pipeline, as discussed in chapter 4. An efficient program will issue a long-

latency vector instruction (such as a matrix-vector instruction), and while the

vector unit is processing this instruction, the scalar and load-store units prefetch

the next set of data to be consumed by the vector unit. This process may be

pipelined even deeper in software, if required.

VIP has a unified front end consisting of fetch and decode stages for all three

– vector, scalar, and load-store – units. In order to keep complexity low, VIP uses

a single-issue, in-order model for the front end. If an instruction is stalled in the

front end, all subsequent instructions are stalled as well. As simulation results
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in section 7.2 will show, VIP achieves very good performance through carefully

scheduling instructions to minimise stalls, and software pipelining to ensure

that data is almost always available when needed, mitigating the need for the

added complexity of a multiple-issue or an out-of-order model. Instructions in

VIP, however, complete out of order, as they take different amounts of time. As

a result of this, and that it is difficult to checkpoint the state of the entire scratch-

pad memory without a severe penalty, VIP does not support precise exceptions.

This is to trade off ease of programmability for improved performance.

VIP does not offer any mechanism to transfer data between the scalar and

vector units. The rationale behind this decision is that these units will operate

on different sets of data. The vector unit is meant to perform the actual data

processing, while the scalar unit is meant for control operations like executing

loops, traversing graphs, and to initiate data movement between the PE and

DRAM memory. If the programmer wishes to transfer data between the scalar

and vector units, they may do so by storing the data to memory and loading it

again. Another way to transfer data between the scalar and vector units would

be to add new a load-store instruction in VIP’s ISA for performing the data

movement, as the load-store unit can read and write from and to both the scalar

register file as well as the scratchpad used by the vector unit. As none of the

benchmarks considered required such an instruction, it is left out of the instruc-

tion set.

VIP’s PEs are clocked at 0.8 ns, or 1.25 GHz. This assumption of clock speed

is validated through synthesis of an RTL model of a VIP PE in a 28 nm library

provided by ARM. Given that the target of achieving 24 fps inference over the

benchmarks considered requires ∼800–900 GOP/s, and that prior work [16, 19,
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20] has established that 16 bits of precision are sufficient, VIP requires ∼ 128 PE

to provide the necessary computational throughput.

Software for VIP may be written in a way so as to ensure that PEs access

their local vaults most of the time, with very little memory traffic across vaults.

Chapter 6 describes how this is achieved. As a result, VIP can utilise a relatively

simple network model, a 2D torus. The network supports a maximum band-

width of 10 GB s−1 on each link, this ensures that the network link bandwidth is

matched to the peak bandwidth from each hybrid memory cube (HMC) vault.

5.2 The VIP Memory System

The workloads considered require a memory system that has high amounts

of memory-level parallelism, and can work efficiently with requests for short

bursts of data. These characteristics are not typical to a traditional DRAM memory

system, with few channels each consisting of a few ranks. Modern, 3D stacked

memory like Micron’s HMC [53] or JEDEC’s high-bandwidth memory (HBM)

standard [1] can provide these characteristics. Both these systems use multiple

DRAM dies stacked one above the other, using through-silicon vias (TSVs) to

connect the DRAM dies to a logic die or silicon interposer below.

VIP’s memory is similar to an HMC rather than HBM because the HMC of-

fers higher memory bandwidth and more memory parallelism, using 32 chan-

nels (called vaults) instead of 8 provided by HBM. VIP makes some modest but

key modifications to the default HMC configuration in order to improve the

performance even further. The memory system, similar to the HMC consists of

32 vertical partitions, or vaults, arranged in an 8× 4 grid. Each vault contains 16
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DRAM banks. Banks within a vault share data TSVs but have independent con-

trol TSVs, so each bank behaves like a rank. A bank contains 65,536 rows, each

holding 256 bytes of data accessed as 32 byte columns (32 bit × 8n prefetch).

Each vault has a data bandwidth of 10 GB s−1, for a total data bandwidth of

320 GB s−1 for the HMC.

VIP’s 128 PEs are distributed among the 32 vaults, four PEs in each vault.

The vaults are connected via a 2D torus network, and PEs within a vault along

with the vault controller are connected in a star topology. The network links are

bidirectional, 64 bit links in each direction. With a 1.25 GHz clock, this config-

uration provides a 10 GB s−1 bandwidth on each network link. The expectation

is that software is written in a way that PEs communicate mostly with their

local vaults, ensuring that the network does not become a bottleneck for most

applications.

This work assumes that the VIP PEs are located within the HMC as this

offers some advantages, notably in energy efficiency. Jeddeloh and Keeth [56]

indicate that two-thirds of the energy per bit within the HMC is spent in the

logic layers. Other works [5, 126] claim that the SERDES links within the HMC

consume approximately a fifth of the energy per bit as the entire HMC, although

work by Fukuda et al. [35] indicates that this energy may be only a tenth of the

energy per bit of accessing the HMC. It is important to note, however, that this

work does not assume any special capabilities arising from being located within

the HMC, e.g. it does not assume that the bandwidth within the HMC is more

than the bandwidth outside as is assumed in work such as Tesseract [4], nor

does it assume any logic-in-memory requirements such as in Tetris [39]. If VIP

is located outside the HMC, it will encounter some additional latency due to
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the SERDES links; this latency, however, may be hidden through aggressive

software pipelining, a technique already employed to hide the DRAM latency.

There shall be a small penalty due to being unable to modify the default HMC

behaviour, section 7.2.3 will discuss the impact of this decision.

The default HMC address mapping scheme interleaves vaults at the lower

address bits. [53, Table 11] This exposes the most amount of memory paral-

lelism by distributing a random sequence of request addresses across multiple

vaults. The applications considered in this work, however, need to explicitly

partition data across vaults so that PEs can access data in their local vaults as

much as possible, without stressing the on-chip network. VIP, therefore, moves

the vault address bits to the most significant bits of the address space. If VIP’s

PEs must be placed outside the 3D stack (accessed via SERDES links), the same

effect can be achieved through a logical to physical address translation scheme.

Unlike virtual memory, this scheme would be very simple as it simply involves

shuffling some bits in hardware before issuing requests to memory.

The HMC uses a closed-page policy. This makes sense for workloads that

access entire cache lines with a random sequence of memory addresses. The

HMC uses DRAM pages containing just 256 B [56], significantly less than the

2 KiB to 4 KiB pages in traditional DRAM systems, reducing the overfetch (i.e.

fetching more bits to the DRAM sense amplifiers than needed) problem. This

decision helps when processors access an entire cache line of data at a time. VIP,

however, forgoes caches as it can achieve good results without the overhead of

caches. An open-page policy, therefore makes more sense in this scenario, as

VIP is expected to exhibit some degree of temporal and spatial locality in its re-

quests to memory. Experiments described in section 7.2.3 confirm this intuition,
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therefore VIP uses an open-page policy.

Refresh in modern DRAM systems is a source of overhead. When a bank is

being refreshed, no additional commands may be issued to the bank until the

refresh cycle is completed. If we assume that the duration of refresh is similar

to DDR3 DRAM, this locks up each bank within the HMC for approximately

400 cycles, leading to significantly higher latencies for some memory requests.

Newer DRAM standards, such as JEDEC DDR4 [2, Table 24] allow refresh to

occur at a higher frequency and for a shorter duration (effectively decreasing

both tREFI and tRFC). Experiments discussed in section 7.2.3 show that reducing

both tRFC and tREFI so that rows are refreshed every 1.95 µs instead of every

7.8 µs (approximately matching the DDR4 refresh 4x mode) results in low re-

fresh overhead.
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CHAPTER 6

WRITING SOFTWARE FOR VIP

This chapter describes how parallel implementations of BP-M, and convo-

lutional and fully-connected layers for the VGG networks [112] were written.

While VIP would make a good compiler target due to its use of a vector-processing

paradigm, development of a compiler is the subject of future work; VIP code de-

scribed in this work is manually written assembly.

6.1 Belief Propagation

Chapter 3 described the design of an FPGA accelerator for the sequential tree-

reweighted belief propagation (TRW-S) algorithm. The TRW-S algorithm, how-

ever, requires that parallel processors performing message updates across the

diagonal work in lock-step as they update messages. While this could be done

on VIP, it will require many synchronisation operations that must be performed

through DRAM, which will lead to a loss in performance. As a result, this

chapter discusses another algorithm, Tappen’s BP-M algorithm [119] (discussed

in section 2.1.2) as it can be parallelised easily, and leads to only a small degrad-

ation in convergence as compared against TRW-S [118].

The BP-M algorithm imposes a strict sequential order for message updates

in a given direction, however, parallelism exists in the orthogonal direction. We

could, in theory parallelize line 1 in fig. 2.3 by allowing each processing en-

gine (PE) to execute one instance of the loop. This naive approach is, however,

inefficient when we consider data locality. For example, if we parallelise exe-

cution for the left-right directions, each PE will process a fixed number of rows
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of the graph. Assuming that the data is laid out so that each PE accesses its

own vault in this pass, the data will be scattered across multiple vaults in the

next pass when the direction of message updates changes to the up-down direc-

tion. We could parallelise this execution by allowing each PE to only update the

messages in the rows assigned to that PE, but this will lead to serialization of

message updates (messages must be updated sequentially along columns, and

PEs must update messages sequentially across rows due to the assignment of

data to the PEs), throttling performance.

This calls for a different method to parallelise the execution of the BP-M al-

gorithm. The best way to parallelise the execution is to divide the image into a

square grid of tiles, and assign tiles to different vaults in the hybrid memory

cube (HMC) such that each row and each column of this grid contains tiles

that are assigned to different vaults. In this manner, we can ensure that PEs

in each vault will be busy whether updating messages along rows or columns.

Figure 6.1 shows how BP-M in one given direction (the same code as shown

in fig. 2.3) is tiled, parallelised, and vectorised for execution on VIP. In order

to minimise the data movement between vaults for messages sent across tile

boundaries, we can ensure that neighbouring tiles are always assigned to vaults

that are only a single network link away from each other. One way to do this

is to use only the subset of links in the 2D torus network that form a ring net-

work between all vaults, and assign vaults along this ring to each row of tiles.

For the next row, we can shift the assignment by one. Figure 6.2 illustrates this

assignment of tiles to vaults for a system with 4× 4 vaults. Once the PEs up-

date all messages within their assigned tile, they write messages crossing tile

boundaries into the appropriate location of the next vault, and indicate that

the messages are written using full-empty synchronisation variables. Once all
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PEs have updated all messages in a certain direction, they synchronise using a

distributed barrier (which is again written so that PEs access either their local

vault or a vault one network link away). This ensures that we achieve paral-

lelism when updating messages along both rows and columns, communication

between vaults is limited to only messages that cross tile boundaries, and all

communication occurs over at most one network link (along a ring connect-

ing all vaults in the HMC). Given that non-local traffic occurs only at the tile

boundaries, and that the tile size for full-HD video is 60× 34, we can compute

analytically that the non-local traffic will be 0.41 % to 0.72 %.

The basic kernel for updating messages in belief propagation (BP) consists of

adding up four vectors (three incoming messages and data costs, correspond-

ing to the loop on line 18 in fig. 6.1), then performing the min-sum update with

the smoothness cost (matrix-vector operation corresponding to the loop on line

line 21 in fig. 6.1). Finally, to prevent data overflow or underflow, we can sub-

tract either the minimum, maximum, or even the first entry of the resulting

message, as information in messages is encoded as a difference between values

of the vector, not their absolute values. Figure 6.3 shows a code fragment for

VIP assembly code performing BP-M within a tile, corresponding to the loop

on line 13 in fig. 6.1. The actual code used for evaluation is a loop-unrolled

and pipelined version of this code. BP with sixteen labels will require 80 cycles

for the message update kernel, this implies that the maximum achievable frame

rate with full-HD video will be 30 fps.
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1 # Parallelise over NUM_VAULTS vaults
2 for v in range(NUM_VAULTS):
3 # Parallelise over N PEs in vault
4 for n in range(N):
5 # Code executed by each PE
6 # Iterate over the tiles in the direction messages are

↪→ being updated
7 for t in range(NUM_VAULTS):
8 # tx and ty are physical location of tile in grid
9 tx, ty = get_tile_phys_loc(v,t)

10 # Wait for corresponding PE from another vault to finish
↪→ working on the previous tile

11 while not done(tx-1,ty,n):
12 continue
13 for j in range(0, TILE_Y,N):
14 for i in range(0, TILE_X):
15 y = ty * TILE_Y + j + n
16 x = tx * TILE_X + i
17 # Vectorise and eliminate w
18 for w in range(NUM_LABELS):
19 temp[w] = data_cost[x][y][w] + msg_right[x][y][w]

↪→ + msg_up[x][y][w] + msg_down[x][y][w]
20 # Vectorise (matrix-vector) and eliminate w and v
21 for v in range(NUM_LABELS):
22 msg_right[x+1][y][v] = MAX_INT
23 for w in range(NUM_LABELS):
24 msg_right[x+1][y][v] = min(msg_right[x+1][y][v],

↪→ temp[w] + smooth_cost[v][w])
25 # Vectorise and eliminate w
26 for w in reversed(range(NUM_LABELS)):
27 msg_right[x+1][y][w] -= msg_right[x+1][y][0]
28 # Mark this tile as done
29 mark_done(tx,ty,n)

Figure 6.1: Code fragment showing parallel and vector execution of BP-M on
VIP. All PEs work in parallel, accessing tiles of data sequentially. As the tiles
are allocated in the manner shown in fig. 6.2b, the physical X-Y locations of a
tile must be obtained via a lookup, implemented as a pointer in the tile data
structure in VIP assembly code.
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1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

(a) Network links used
1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13
2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1
3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2
4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3
8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4
7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8
6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7
5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6
9 10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5
10 11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9
11 12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10
12 16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11
16 15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12
15 14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16
14 13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15
13 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 9 10 11 12 16 15 14

(b) Assignment of tiles to vaults

Figure 6.2: Assignment of tiles to vaults in VIP shown for an example system
with just 4 × 4 vaults. The number of vaults is reduced for the sake of illus-
tration. Also shown, the network links used out of the links in the 2D torus
network. We can confirm that any communication across tile boundaries occurs
only across the links indicated by solid lines, the links indicated by dashed lines
are never used.
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1 update_loop:
2 mov r1, #0; set j variable
3 ; Load data such as block size,
4 ; DRAM addresses for messages, etc.
5 ...
6 j_loop:
7 mov r2, #0; set i variable
8 ; set DRAM addresses for messages in
9 ; r7--r10, SRAM addresses in r11--r15

10 ...
11 ; Load in the fourth message just once
12 ; will be shared between iterations of
13 ; the i_loop
14 ; r61 contains length of vector
15 ld.sram [16-bit] r14, r10, r61
16 i_loop:
17 ; Load messages here
18 ld.sram [16-bit] r11, r7, r61
19 ld.sram [16-bit] r12, r8, r61
20 ld.sram [16-bit] r13, r9, r61
21 ; Perform computation to update message
22 v.v.add [16-bit] r11, r11, r12
23 v.v.add [16-bit] r11, r11, r13
24 v.v.add [16-bit] r11, r11, r14
25 ; Smoothness matrix SRAM address in r15.
26 ; r16 = temporary storage in SRAM.
27 m.v.add.min [16-bit] r16, r15, r11
28 v.s.sub [16-bit] r14, r16, r16
29 ; Write updated message to DRAM
30 st.sram [16-bit] r10, r14, r61
31 ; Bump loop variable and pointers
32 add r2, r2, #1
33 ...
34 ; Inner loop for updating messages
35 blt r2, r20, i_loop
36 ; Bump outer loop variable and pointers
37 add r1, r1, #1
38 ...
39 ; Outer loop
40 blt r1, r21, j_loop

Figure 6.3: VIP assembly code fragment for BP-M on a tile
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6.2 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are easier to parallelize as each output

feature for each layer may be computed in parallel. We utilize the X-Y structure

of the activations, and divide the inputs for each layer into a series of X-Y tiles,

which are assigned to vaults within VIP in the corresponding X-Y locations.

The general pattern for computation in any CNN follows a template. Load in

as many k × k × z filters into the scratchpad as possible, while being able to

also store (k + 1)× k× z inputs. While applying the loaded filters to the k× k

window of inputs, prefetch the next 1× k × z column of inputs. When these

selected filters have been applied to all the inputs assigned to that PE, load in the

next set of filters and repeat the process. VIP’s use of a vector memory-memory

paradigm allows us to use this template for any shape of convolutional inputs.

Figure 6.4 shows this basic template. Additionally, code is written in a way

that outputs from one layer are already in the right location to be consumed as

inputs by the next layer. Figure 6.5 shows the basic kernel used for computing

convolutions within a tile, the actual code used applies multiple filters within

the inner loop.

The length of filters in the Z dimension can get much larger than can be

stored in a 4 KiB scratchpad. In this case, we break the inputs and filters into

segments along the Z dimension so that they may fit within VIP’s scratchpad,

and distribute these segments across vaults in the X dimension of the memory

system (correspondingly, we have fewer tiles in the X dimension, leading to an

increase in the dimension of the tile; this is desirable as it increases data reuse),

and assign segments of inputs and filters to PEs in corresponding vaults. The

PEs can apply these partial filters to partial inputs to generate partial results.
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1 # Parallelise over vaults in Y direction
2 for y in range(0, IMG_Y, TILE_Y):
3 # Parellelise over vaults in X direction
4 for x in range(0, IMG_X, TILE_X):
5 # Parallelise over N PEs in a vault
6 for p in range(N):
7 # Code executed by each PE
8 for z in range(0, OUTPUT_CHANNELS, N):
9 for m in range(TILE_Y):

10 for n in range(TILE_X):
11 out[x+m][y+n][z+p] = 0;
12 for i in range(KERNEL_X):
13 # Vectorise the vertical and horizontal vector

↪→ operations in the nested loops below
14 for j in range(KERNEL_Y):
15 for k in range(INPUT_CHANNELS):
16 out[x+m][y+n][vx][z+p] +=

↪→ weight[z+p][i][j][k] *
↪→ in_[x+m-i][y+n-j][k]

17 out[x+m][y+n][z+p] += bias[z+p]
18 out[x+m][y+n][z+p] = max(out[x+m][y+n][z+p], 0)

Figure 6.4: Code fragment showing the parallelisation and vector execution of
CNNs on VIP. This algorithm used for the later VGG layers is modified by tiling
the application of each filter and allowing PEs from different vaults to compute
partial results which are subsequently accumulated.

Finally, the PEs across the multiple vaults synchronise and combine their partial

results. Experimental results show that the accumulation of partial results takes

a very small fraction of the time taken to compute the partial results themselves.

The input features are streamed in, and filters reused to compute the result-

ing outputs. The VGG-16 convolutional layers [112] fall into three categories,

depending on the size of the input features and number of filters.

Short input features The first convolutional layer in VGG-16 has just three in-

put feature maps and 64 filters. As all 64 filters can be stored in the scratchpad of

a single PE along with a window of input features, the most efficient utilisation
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1 ; Load in filter
2 ...
3 ; Set up i loop variable (9x9 tile)
4 mov r5, #9
5 i_loop:
6 ; Set up DRAM and SRAM addresses, load initial

↪→ features into the SRAM.
7 ...
8 ; Set up j variable (9x9 tile)
9 mov r4, #9

10 j_loop:
11 ; Vector length of 64 * 3 = 192 elements
12 mov r18, #192
13 set.vl r18
14 ; Single matrix row, i.e. f2 category operation
15 mov r18, #1
16 set.mr r18
17 ; Partial convolution, first column
18 m.v.mul.add [16-bit] r15, r7, r20
19 ; Pipeline loads for next input feature column here
20 ...
21 ; Bump the output SRAM pointer to the next element
22 add r15, r15, #2
23 ; Partial convolution, second column
24 m.v.mul.add [16-bit] r15, r8, r21
25 add r15, r15, #2
26 ; Partial convolution, third column
27 m.v.mul.add [16-bit] r15, r9, r22
28 ; Accumulate partial convolution results
29 mov r18, #3
30 set.vl r18
31 ; Ensure convolutions are complete by draining vector

↪→ pipeline
32 v.drain
33 ; Accumulate partial results here.
34 m.v.nop.add [16-bit] r24, r24, r24
35 ; Write results back to DRAM
36 ...
37 sub r4, r4, #1
38 bne r4, r0, j_loop
39 sub r5, r5, #1
40 bne r5, r0, i_loop

Figure 6.5: VIP assembly code fragment for a CNN tile
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of PEs is to have them compute independent strips of a single tile. We create a

4× 8 grid of tiles, and assign PEs from a vault to work on a single tile. Four PEs

work on a 56× 28 tile of input features, each PE operating on 7 rows.

Sixty-four input features The next convolutional layers in VGG-16 use 64 in-

put feature maps. In this case, we only have space for two filters and a 4× 3× 64

input feature volume. This may be scheduled by allocating different filters to

different PEs while keeping the same basic tiling structure as the first layer.

More than sixty-four input features There are two trends in later VGG-16 lay-

ers. First, the number of input features increases to more than 64, which means

that a complete filter cannot fit into VIP’s scratchpad. Second, the feature size

(and consequently the tile size) in the X and Y dimensions decreases. Decreas-

ing tile size in the X dimension increases overheads as an entire feature window

must be loaded in before a row can be processed. These two trends change the

way the later layers are stored and processed. Instead of storing an entire tile in

a single vault, different tile slices in the Z dimension may be stored in different

vaults, and the tile size in the X dimension can be increased. PEs in a vault com-

pute convolutions between the filter and the feature slices (64 elements in the Z

dimension) stored in that vault. Finally, PEs (across multiple vaults) assigned

a tile synchronise and accumulate these partial convolutions, add biases, and

perform the ReLU operation. This computation is structured so that PEs accu-

mulate only the subset of outputs that will be used as inputs for the next layer

in the same vault.
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Pooling layers Pooling operations can be merged into the same phase of the

code which collects partial results, adds biases, and applies the ReLU activation

function. Later pooling layers, however, become too large to be merged into this

phase without running out of scratchpad space. Therefore, these operations are

performed separately.

6.3 Multi-layer Perceptrons

Parallelizing multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) is fairly straightforward. At the

end of the last pooling layer, a 25088×1 vector remains, distributed in segments

among the vaults at the very top of the HMC. We can distribute tiles from the

4096×25088 weight matrix among all the vaults of the HMC. A fully-connected

layer is executed in three passes. First, all PEs copy assigned segments of the

input vector into their local vaults. In the second pass, PEs in a vault compute

partial products of their respective matrix tiles with their vector segments. In

the third and final pass, PEs in the vaults on the left side of the HMC accumulate

partial products from vaults in the same row, add biases and perform the recti-

fied linear unit (ReLU) operation. Figure 6.6 shows how this code is parallelised

and vectorised for execution on VIP. Subsequent fully-connected layers are ex-

ecuted in a similar way, alternating the way data are moved, from the left-side

vaults to the top vaults in the HMC.

As MLPs consist of matrix-vector multiplications, these algorithms are often

memory bandwidth bound. This is discussed in some detail in section 7.2.1.

A common trick to increase the number of operations performed for each byte

moved (arithmetic intensity) is to batch execution, applying the same weights
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to multiple vectors in the batch, reusing weights. When operating on batched

MLPs, the second phase of matrix-vector computation is augmented with an

inner loop that loops over different input vector segments in the batch.

6.4 Recurrent Neural Networks

The recurrent neural network (RNN) used in this work is adapted from work

by Han et al. [46]. It is similar to the design described in section 2.2.3, with some

modifications. Notably, the weight matrix for peephole connections is restricted

to be diagonal, essentially replacing that matrix-vector multiplication with an

element-wise multiplication

ft = σ
(
W f [yt−1, xt] + w f c � ct−1 + b f

)
(6.1a)

it = σ (Wi[yt−1, xt] + wic � ct−1 + bi) (6.1b)

c̃t = tanh (Wc̃[yt−1, xt] + bc̃) (6.1c)

ct = it � c̃t + ft � ct−1 (6.1d)

ot = σ (Wo[yt−1, xt] + woc � ct + bo) (6.1e)

mt = ot � tanh(ct) (6.1f)

yt = Wymt (6.1g)
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1 # Parallelise over vaults in Y dimension
2 for y in range(VAULTS_Y):
3 # Parallelise over vaults in X dimension
4 for x in range(VAULTS_X):
5 # Parallelise over N PEs in vault
6 for p in range(N):
7 # Code executed by each PE
8 IN_V = INPUT_LEN / VAULTS_X
9 IN_P = IN_V / N

10 for b in range(BATCH_SIZE):
11 for i in range(0, IN_P, VL):
12 # Vectorise and eliminate v
13 for v in range(VL):
14 in_l[x][y][b][p*IN_P+i+v] =

↪→ in_[b][i+v+p*IN_P+x*IN_V]

(a) Copy data to local vaults

1 # Parallelise over vaults in Y dimenion
2 for y in range(VAULTS_Y):
3 # Parallelise over vaults in X dimension
4 for x in range(VAULTS_X):
5 # Parallelise over N PEs in vault
6 for p in range(N):
7 # Code executed by each PE
8 # MR = Number of matrix rows that fit in scratchpad
9 OUT_V = OUTPUT_LEN / VAULTS_Y

10 OUT_P = OUT_V / N
11 for i in range(0, OUT_P, MR):
12 for j in range(0, IN_P, VL):
13 for b in range(BATCH_SIZE):
14 # Vectorise and eliminate k and l
15 for k in range(MR):
16 out_l[x][y][b][p*OUT_P+i+k] = 0
17 for l in range(VL):
18 out_l[x][y][b][p*OUT_P+i+k] +=

↪→ weights[x][y][p*OUT_P+i+k][j+l] *
↪→ in_l[x][y][b][j+l]

(b) Perform local matrix-vector multiplication

Figure 6.6: Code fragment showing parallelisation and vector execution of
a (batched) matrix-vector multiplication on VIP. This code consists of three
phases – copy inputs to local vaults, perform local matrix-vector multiplication,
and finally accumulate partial results of local matrix-vector multiplication.
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1 # Parallelise over vaults in Y dimension
2 for y in range(VAULTS_Y):
3 # Parallelise over PEs within vault
4 for p in range(N):
5 # Code executed by each PE
6 # Only PEs in the left-most vault work in this phase
7 OUT_V = OUTPUT_LEN / VAULTS_Y
8 OUT_P = OUT_V / N
9 if VAULT_ID.X == 0:

10 for i in range(0, OUT_P, VL):
11 for b in range(BATCH_SIZE):
12 # Vectorise and eliminate j
13 for j in range(VL):
14 out[b][y*OUT_V+p*OUT_P+i+j] =

↪→ bias[y*OUT_V+p*OUT_P+i+j]
15 for x in range(VAULTS_X):
16 # Vectorise and eliminate j
17 for j in range(VL):
18 out[b][y*OUT_V+p*OUT_P+i+j] +=

↪→ out_l[x][y][b][p*OUT_P+i+j]
19 # Vectorise and eliminate j
20 for j in range(VL):
21 out[b][y*OUT_V+p*OUT_P+i+j] =

↪→ max(out[b][y*OUT_V+p*OUT_P+i+j], 0)

(c) Accumulate partial results, add biases, and activation

Figure 6.6: (continued)

As RNNs are also composed of matrix-vector multiplications, their software

implementation on VIP is adapted from the MLP implementation (shown in

fig. 6.6). As the matrices used in ESE are taller than they are wide, the outputs

from the previous time step (yt−1) and inputs (xt) are concatenated at the left-

most vaults in VIP, and the internal state (ct) as well as the vectors that are used

to update the internal state ( ft, it, c̃t, ot, mt) are stored at the top-most vaults.

The three matrix-vector multiplications for computing parts of ft, it, and ot are

computed so as to place the partial results in the top-most vaults. At the same

time, the element-wise multiplication with ct−1 or ct is performed. Computa-

tion for c̃t skips this element-wise multiplication step. Updates for ct and mt
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are simple element-wise multiplications performed by the top-most vaults in

VIP, while the matrix-vector multiplication for computing yt is performed in a

manner that places yt back in its appropriate location in the left-most vaults.
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CHAPTER 7

VIP EVALUATION

This chapter discusses the methods used to evaluate the performance, area,

and power required by VIP on the workloads considered, as well as the results

of these evaluations.

7.1 Evaluation Methods

This work evaluates VIP’s performance through detailed, execution-driven mi-

croarchitecture simulations. Area and power are evaluated by synthesising a

VIP processing engine (PE) in 28 nm TSMC technology using a commercial

standard-cell library supplied by ARM. Custom CUDA code for BP-M is written

in order to evaluate its performance on an Nvidia Titan X (Pascal) GPU, existing

accelerator [16] and GPU [58, 93] results are used as baselines for convolutional

neural network (CNN) performance. GPUs are the closest approximation to

vector processors readily available today; IBM’s Active Memory Cube [88] is

still a research project and ARM’s scalable vector extensions (SVE) specifica-

tion [9] is relatively new, but does not specify a microarchitecture making per-

formance estimation difficult. Therefore, this work uses GPUs instead of vector

processors to serve as a baseline.

7.1.1 Simulation Infrastructure

This work uses an execution-driven microarchitecture simulator which faith-

fully models all pipelines including stalls and contention on shared ports in the
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Table 7.1: Parameters used in memory simulation

Parameter Value Parameter Value

HMC vaults 32 Banks per vault 16
HMC vault data width 32 bits Burst length 8
Row buffer policy open-page Trans queue depth 32
Address mapping vault-row-bank-col Cmd queue depth 32

tCK 0.8 ns tRP 13.75 ns
tCCD 5 ns tRCD 13.75 ns
tCL 13.75 ns tWR 15 ns
tRAS 27.5 ns tRFC 81.5 ns
tREFI 1.95 µs

VIP PE. The simulator models the same pipeline structure validated through

synthesis of an RTL implementation of a VIP PE. The network is modelled via

contention and bandwidth at all injection and ejection ports but not link-level

contention for the sake of simulation speed; DRAMSim2 [104], an open source

DRAM simulator, is used to model the memory system.

Timing parameters used by Kim et al. [66] have since been widely used in

literature relating to hybrid memory cube (HMC) simulation. [4, 6, 12, 105] This

work uses the same parameters with some changes, such as changing the ad-

dress mapping scheme, row-buffer policy, and refresh rate as discussed in sec-

tion 5.2. Table 7.1 lists the key parameters used in the memory system simula-

tion.

A single BP-M iteration is run on the simulator to get the number of cycles re-

quired for one iteration. The simulated code is verified to be correct by compar-

ing its outputs against a reference C++ implementation. Similarly, an independ-

ent tile from each VGG-16 convolutional layer is run on the simulator and its

results verified against a reference C++ implementation. An independent tile is

a segment of the input features that does not share any resources (PEs, memory
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requests, or network bandwidth) with another tile. All independent tiles have

the same amount of work; if the amount of work is unequal, the largest tile

is simulated. Simulating a single independent tile greatly reduces the simula-

tion time without affecting the reported execution time. As the matrix-vector

(or matrix-matrix in the case of batched inputs) multiplications comprising the

fully-connected layers in VGG-16 and in the recurrent neural network (RNN)

workloads cannot be broken into independent tiles, we must simulate the com-

plete network.

7.1.2 Baseline Implementations

GPU Implementation of BP-M

While there has been prior work on accelerating belief propagation (BP) on

GPUs [42, 77, 134], such work has been done on older GPUs which makes

simply reporting numbers unfair. This difficulty is compounded by the fact that

these works make assumptions on the nature of the smoothness costs (e.g.: that

they are linear or quadratic and diagonally dominant), use different message

update schemes from BP-M, and that the source code for these implementations

is not available.

It is therefore necessary to write a new BP-M implementation. Writing this

implementation in Tensorflow [3], resulted in unacceptably long compilation

and run times. This is probably because each message update had to be ex-

pressed as a combination of Tensorflow primitive operations which resulted in

a very large number of nodes in the Tensorflow dataflow graph. Extracting high

performance from Tensorflow would require writing and compiling native code
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either for the BP-M algorithm or for a subset of operations involved. Instead of

writing Tensorflow kernels in CUDA for the BP-M algorithm, we might as well

write a native CUDA implementation of BP-M knowing that the performance

of the native implementation will be at least as good as the implementation that

could be written using Tensorflow and these new custom operators. Nvidia pro-

filing tools help tune the implementation on an Nvidia Titan X (Pascal) GPU.

The Titan X utilises Nvidia’s Pascal architecture and providing 480 GB s−1

and 11 TFLOP/s of peak memory bandwidth and computational throughput

respectively [131]. This GPU has the required memory bandwidth and signific-

antly higher compute capability than required for BP-M. Shared memory on the

GPU is used to store the smoothness costs as well as the intermediate results

of computation. This is done because the latency of accessing shared memory

is much less than the latency of accessing the GDDR5X main memory. Code is

tuned to minimise the number of bank conflicts in shared memory, however, it is

not tuned so that it would work well for only a particular image size or number

of labels, instead these as parameters are supplied to the kernel. No assump-

tions are made regarding the structure of the smoothness cost functions either.

This is a fair comparison as these assumptions are not made for the simulated

VIP hardware either.

As we cannot efficiently write the code for BP-M in Tensorflow without re-

gistering new native operations for the primitives encountered in BP, we cannot

run BP-M on the Google Cloud TPU without knowledge of the low-level de-

tails on the tensor processing unit (TPU). However, based on publicly available

information on the TPU published by Jouppi et al. [59], we see that the TPU

systolic array has support only for multiply accumulate (MAC) operations. As
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discussed in section 2.1.2, BP requires sum-min operations.

Reference CNN Architectures

There are a number of existing accelerator implementations for CNNs, e.g.:

Cambricon by Liu et al. [80], Eyeriss by Chen et al. [16], Neurocube by Kim et al.

[65], Neurostream by Azarkhish et al. [13], and Tetris by Gao et al. [39]. Unfor-

tunately, many of these implementations use different neural networks which

makes direct comparison difficult. Eyeriss is a popular, widely-cited architec-

ture which reports absolute performance on the VGG-16 network, making it a

suitable baseline. Tetris builds on Eyeriss by significantly increasing the number

of PE compared to Eyeriss, and using a HMC to supply high bandwidth to these

PEs. Unfortunately, Tetris only reports speedups with respect to a 2D design

with LPDDR DRAM; the absolute performance numbers for this baseline are

not available either, making direct performance comparisons impossible. Fi-

nally, GPU reference implementations of various CNNs are readily available

and benchmarked on various GPU platforms, including Nvidia Titan X (Pascal)

and Nvidia Jetson [58, 93].

7.1.3 RTL Implementation

It is critical to have good power and area estimates in order to evaluate the

feasibility of a design that is to be integrated into a 3D logic+memory stack.

Synthesis of a single VIP PE in 28 nm TSMC technology using a commer-

cial standard-cell library from ARM offers estimates for VIP’s area and power.
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CACTI 6.5 [85] provides estimates for the area and energy required by SRAMs.

(Note that the smallest feature size that CACTI can model is 32 nm, so the area

and power estimates provided by CACTI will be somewhat pessimistic.) In or-

der to make the final design as close as possible to a layout with real SRAMs, the

area and energy numbers from CACTI are used to create black-box SRAM mod-

els for the ASIC toolflow. VIP requires eight 512×8 bit SRAMs for the scratch-

pad, a 64×64 bit SRAM for the register file, a 64×32 bit SRAM to model the

load-store queue, and a 1024×32 bit SRAM for the instruction buffer. Small BP

and CNN kernels running on the RTL model are used to verify its correctness

against a reference implementation. Switching activity factors from these RTL

simulations are supplied as inputs to Synopsys PrimeTime to estimate power

consumption.

7.2 Experimental Results

7.2.1 End-to-end Application Performance

Table 7.2 shows a summary of VIP’s performance (execution time) on the applic-

ations considered, BP on Markov random fields (MRFs) and deep neural net-

works (DNNs) including CNNs, multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), and RNNs;

and how VIP’s execution time, area, technology, and power compare against

the baseline architectures considered. Figure 7.1 shows these applications on

a roofline plot for VIP. The ‘roofline’ represents the maximum achievable per-

formance of a system given the peak memory bandwidth and computational

throughput available. The horizontal axis indicates the arithmetic intensity of
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Table 7.2: A summary of the performance of this work – VIP – compared against
prior work on ASIC accelerators and GPUs for MRF, CNN, and RNN work-
loads.

Markov random field

System Itera-
tions

Time
(ms)

Power
(W)

Technology
(nm)

Area
(mm2)

Optical Gibbs
Sampling [127]

5000 1100 12 15 200 + 12

Tile BP (720p) [17] (1,2) 32.7 0.242 90 9
Pascal Titan X 8 92.2 250 16 471
VIP 8 40.8 3.5 28 18

Convolutional neural network – VGG-16 (convolutional layers only)

System Batch
Size

Time
(ms)

Power
(W)

Technology
(nm)

Area
(mm2)

Eyeriss [16] 3 4309 0.236 65 12
VIP 3 91.5 4.8 28 18

Convolutional neural network – VGG-16 (full network)

System Batch
Size

Time
(ms)

Power
(W)

Technology
(nm)

Area
(mm2)

Pascal Titan X [58] 16 41.6 250 16 471
VIP 16 492 4.8 28 18
VIP 1 32.2 4.8 28 18

Convolutional neural network – VGG-19 (full network)

System Batch
Size

Time
(ms)

Power
(W)

Technology
(nm)

Area
(mm2)

Nvidia Volta [21, 93] 1 2.2 144 12 815
Nvidia Jetson TX2
[93]

1 42.2 10 16 un-
known

VIP 1 40.5 4.8 28 18

Recurrent neural network – ESE

System Batch
Size

Time
(µs)

Power
(W)

Technology
(nm)

Area
(mm2)

ESE (sparse) [46] 32 82.7 41 20 un-
known

Pascal Titan X
(dense) [46]

32 240 202 16 471

VIP (dense) 32 514 4.8 28 18
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the application (i.e. the operations performed for each byte of data moved). The

vertical axis represents the performance of the application (i.e. operations per

second). (As VIP supports multiple data types, we must be careful when defin-

ing peak performance. In these plots, peak performance is computed by mul-

tiplying the number of ALUs in the vector unit, in both the horizontal and ver-

tical stages, with the clock frequency and the number of PEs. The ALU in the

scalar pipeline is ignored as it is meant only for control operations. However,

memory accesses by both the scalar and vector units are considered when com-

puting arithmetic intensity.) The distance of an application below the roofline

indicates the performance lost relative to the peak. Applications with low arith-

metic intensity, i.e. to the left of the knee-point of the roofline will be bound

by memory bandwidth, while applications with high arithmetic intensity, i.e. to

the right of the knee-point will be limited by the computational throughput of a

system. A system that balances the compute and memory bandwidth require-

ments will find that applications fall at or near the knee-point, as is the case

for all the applications considered in this thesis. This is no surprise; VIP was

designed in order to balance the memory bandwidth and computational intens-

ity of these applications. The subsequent sections discuss the performance of

individual applications.

Belief Propagation

Baseline, as well as hierarchical BP-M algorithm are run for full-HD images

with 16 labels. (The hierarchical BP-M algorithm is similar to the one pro-

posed by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [33].) The baseline BP-M algorithm

has been discussed in section 2.1.2, the hierarchical implementation consists of
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four phases – construct a coarser version of the graph by pooling neighbour-

ing data costs, perform BP-M on the quarter-sized image, and finally copy the

resulting messages back to the original, full-sized graph. As hierarchical BP-M

converges faster than baseline BP-M, it only requires five iterations to reach the

same energy as eight iterations of baseline BP-M, allowing these overheads to be

amortised. A single iteration is run in order to reduce simulation time, results

for multiple iterations are extrapolated.

A single iteration of BP-M takes 5.1 ms. Eight BP-M iterations will, therefore,

require 40.8 ms, allowing VIP to execute a depth-from-stereo task at a real-time

frame rate of 24 fps on a full-HD image with good results. The construct and

copy operations for hierarchical BP-M require 0.35 ms and 1.25 ms respectively,

while an iteration of BP-M on the quarter-HD MRF requires 1.7 ms. As construct

and copy are performed only once per frame, five iterations of hierarchical BP-M

will require 35.6 ms, which again allows VIP to process full-HD video at 24 fps.

The plot in fig. 7.1a shows that all the BP kernels lie near the knee-point with

the exception of the construct operation, which is necessarily memory band-

width bound because of its low arithmetic intensity. This indicates that our

system balances the memory bandwidth and compute required for the BP ker-

nel. Even the construct operation is near the roofline indicating that we achieve

close to peak performance for a kernel bound by memory bandwidth.

The primary baseline for BP is a CUDA implementation running on an Nvidia

Titan X (Pascal) GPU, as discussed in section 7.1.2. (Other systems are discussed

in chapter 8.) The Titan X requires 11.5 ms for one iteration of BP-M. This may

be attributed to the fact that GPUs are engineered to work with very wide vec-

tors with high levels of data-parallelism; BP uses much shorter vectors. The
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Nvidia profiler reports that the BP-M algorithm does not have enough paral-

lelism to keep the Titan X fully occupied, these two factors result in the GPU

being bottlenecked by both instruction and memory latency. (The GPU has a

prefetcher, so a lack of prefetching is not the problem here.) The Nvidia profiler

also reports the utilised memory bandwidth halves when updating messages in

the left-right directions compared against message updates in the up-down dir-

ection. This is probably due to the fact that we store data in a row-major fashion

on the GPU. (Note that tiling data is used in case of VIP for data locality within

a vault, a GPU will actually benefit from row-major storage.) When updating

messages in the up-down directions, the GPU access entire rows of data as a

wide memory fetch. However, for the left-right directions, the GPU must access

data in a column, which wastes some of the fetched data decreasing perform-

ance.

It is possible that the Nvidia Volta [94] GPU may perform better on BP-M, as

the Volta uses high-bandwidth memory (HBM) DRAM instead of GDDR used

in the Titan X. As I do not have access to a Volta GPU, it is difficult to eval-

uate its performance on BP-M, as these numbers are not reported, unlike for

CNNs. Additionally, the Volta has tensor cores designed to accelerate training

large neural networks. These tensor cores, however, can only process MAC op-

erations, therefore, are unable to work with the min-sum BP update. On the

other end of the spectrum, the Nvidia Jetson TX2 provides a peak bandwidth

of just 59.7 GB s−1. BP-M is a streaming workload, therefore has little potential

for data reuse. As a result, the performance of a GPU will be dependent on the

memory bandwidth available. As fig. 7.2a indicates, BP-M requires a memory

bandwidth of 223 GB s−1 for a frame rate of 24 fps. Even if the Jetson achieves its

peak DRAM bandwidth, its performance will be a third of VIP’s performance.
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Another interesting accelerator to be considered is Intel’s Knights Landing [62],

which can provide 3 TFLOPS and a bandwidth of 460 GB s−1. The perform-

ance of this system, however, will depend on whether it can efficiently achieve

close to its peak memory bandwidth. The Knights Landing co-processor ulti-

mately follows a many-core approach with built-in AVX-512 extensions. Ulti-

mately, this means that the Knights Landing dedicates resources towards hard-

ware complexity to maximise single-thread performance on each of its cores,

consuming 245 W of power.

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolution layers Individual layers from the VGG-16 [112] network are run

on the VIP simulator. Execution time (and data moved) for each layer is listed in

table 7.3. VGG-19 is another CNN similar to VGG-16, with the conv3 2, conv4 2,

and conv5 2 layers replicated, making it easy to calculate VIP’s performance on

this network as well. The convolution, ReLU, and pooling layers before the first

fully-connected layer in VGG-16 require a total of 30.9 ms. The VGG-19 layers

require 39.1 ms.

Almost all other systems, whether accelerators or GPUs use a technique

called batching to improve the arithmetic intensity of the algorithm. Batch-

ing works by applying the same neural network weights to multiple inputs,

reusing weights, increasing the operations performed for the weights moved.

Eyeriss [16] presents results with a batch size of three, while the Nvidia Titan X

(Pascal) GPU was benchmarked on the VGG-16 network with a batch size of

sixteen [58]. Execution time for the Nvidia Volta and Jetson TX2 GPUs is avail-

able with multiple batch sizes, including a batch size of just one. While batching
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can improve the throughput of a system by reusing weights across multiple in-

puts, it may also increase latency. Therefore, batching may not be suitable for

real-time systems with strict latency constraints.

Eyeriss reports their runtime for a batch size of three, 4309 ms. VIP requires

91.5 ms with the same batch size. Without any normalisation, it would appear

that VIP is 47× faster than Eyeriss. However, we must normalise area, and

technology in order to make a more meaningful comparison. Eyeriss occupies

12 mm2 in 65 nm technology, while VIP requires 18 mm2 in 28 nm. Therefore,

if we divide Eyeriss’ execution time by 18/12 to compensate for the difference

in area, and by (65/28)2 in order to compensate for technology, we find that the

difference drops to ∼ 6×. Further, VIP operates at 1.25 GHz, while Eyeriss op-

erates at just 200 MHz. Assuming, optimistically, that Eyeriss will be able to op-

erate at the faster clock speed at the smaller technology node and that Eyeriss’

performance would scale linearly without any other bottlenecks (e.g.: memory

bandwidth), the net result is that VIP would be only about 7 % worse than this

scaled version of Eyeriss, at Eyeriss’ own and only game.

Figure 7.1b shows various CNN kernels on a roofline plot. We can see that

the pooling layers are memory-bound, but very close to the roofline. The con-

volution layers lie near the knee-point of the roofline plot, indicating once again

that VIP is well-balanced for convolutional layers, which account for a bulk of

the execution time. There are some exceptions, however. The first convolu-

tional layer (c1 1) is different from the other convolutional layers, as discussed

in section 6.2. The ability to load all filters into the scratchpad means that more

arithmetic operations are performed on features every time they are loaded, in-

creasing arithmetic intensity. The small vector lengths, however, mean that the
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data are processed quickly, which exposes latency of the control code (loops,

data-movement). This prevents VIP from achieving peak performance for this

layer. On the other hand, the later convolutional layers (c5*) suffer in perform-

ance because the input feature maps are very small, leading to small tile sizes

distributed across only half the vaults, halving both memory bandwidth and

computational capacity.

Fully connected layers Fully-connected layers from the VGG-16 network are

also run on the VIP simulator. As these layers consist of matrix-vector multi-

plications, they benefit from batching as it changes the matrix vector multiplic-

ation to matrix-matrix multiplications with higher arithmetic intensity. With

a batch size of one, the fully-connected layers require 1.35 ms, with a batch

size of three, they require 1.79 ms, and with a batch size of 16, 4.30 ms. Fig-

ures 7.1b and 7.1c show where the fully-connected layers lie under the perform-

ance roofline of VIP for batch sizes of one and sixteen. With a batch size of

one, the fully-connected layers are memory bandwidth limited. Only the first

fully-connected layer (fc6) lies near the roofline, the other layers lie below the

roofline. The loss in performance of these layers is attributed to the fact that

the matrices to be multiplied are small, meaning that synchronisation between

the three phases of computation described in fig. 6.6 contributes a significant

overhead to the runtime of the algorithm. Batching computation in fully con-

nected layers increases both the arithmetic intensity as well as the computation

performed between synchronisations. This allows VIP to achieve close to peak

performance on these layers with larger batch sizes.

To summarise, VIP requires 32.2 ms for the entire VGG-16 network, provid-

ing a frame rate of 30 fps with a batch size of one. This indicates that VIP is an
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Table 7.3: Execution time and data movement required by VGG-16 convolu-
tional and fully connected layers on VIP. Results are shown with different batch
sizes (BS).

Layer Execution time (ms) DRAM accesses (MiB)

BS = 1 BS = 3 BS = 16 BS = 1 BS = 3 BS = 16

conv1 1 0.319 0.954 5.078 9.666 27.965 146.914
conv1 2 3.325 9.949 53.004 635.876 1975.938 10138.566
conv2 1 2.292 6.861 37.249 330.844 218.406 5259.281
conv2 2 3.343 9.992 53.232 669.028 2207.404 10636.093
conv3 1 1.757 5.211 27.618 373.995 2004.016 5847.080
conv3 2 3.356 10.015 53.302 674.016 2004.016 10649.016
conv3 3 3.364 10.038 53.419 676.039 2010.086 10681.391
conv4 1 1.794 5.253 27.665 382.212 1110.437 5843.869
conv4 2 3.397 10.069 53.351 682.348 2010.968 10646.025
conv4 3 3.401 10.083 53.420 683.360 2014.003 10662.212
conv5 1 1.502 4.352 23.525 191.109 555.164 2925.972
conv5 2 1.502 4.352 23.525 191.109 555.164 2925.972
conv5 3 1.504 4.359 23.561 191.643 556.764 2934.503
fc6 0.929 1.330 3.394 234.601 348.735 524.021
fc7 0.270 0.311 0.717 43.470 61.079 91.511
fc8 0.155 0.145 0.184 14.358 17.848 24.429

Total 32.211 93.274 492.246 5.843 GiB 17.264 GiB 87.829 GiB

excellent fit for applications with real-time constraints on latency, and not neces-

sarily requiring the highest possible throughput. VIP requires 492 ms for pro-

cessing sixteen frames through the VGG-16 network. While this performance is

lower than that of the Nvidia Titan X (Pascal) GPU that requires just 41.6 ms, the

Titan X requires significantly more area and power than VIP, and its throughput

oriented nature indicates that its performance would not scale proportionally if

the batch size was reduced to one. We can also compute the time required for

inference on the VGG-19 network by double-counting the time required for lay-

ers conv3 2, conv4 2, and conv5 2 as VGG-19 contains two sets of these layers

instead of just one as in VGG-16. VIP will require 40.5 ms for the VGG-19 net-

work, still achieving a frame rate of over 24 fps. As a comparison, the Nvidia
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Jetson TX2 requires 42.2 ms [93] on the same network, achieving a frame rate just

under 24 fps. The Nvidia Volta requires 2.2 ms for VGG-19, considerably faster

than VIP, although it does so with a die area of 815 mm2 in 12 nm technology

against VIP’s 18 mm2 in 28 nm, a similar scaling analysis as with Eyeriss puts

this at∼ 246× VIP’s area. The Volta has special tensor cores that allow it to pro-

cess matrix multiplications efficiently, although using these tensor cores to full

capacity will require applications with very high arithmetic intensity, the Volta

GPU with its tensor cores provides a peak throughput of 125 TFLOP/s, while

its HBM system provides a peak bandwidth of 900 GB s−1 [94]. This means that

applications must have a arithmetic intensity of at least 138 operations for each

byte moved in order to not be limited by memory bandwidth.

Data reuse in convolutional layers CNNs have a significant amount of data

reuse because the same weights are applied to all parts of the image. However,

table 7.3 indicates that the data movement for processing VGG layers is much

higher than that required by architectures such as Eyeriss [16]. This is attrib-

uted to the way the VGG layers are parallelised in VIP. Each VIP PE has a 4 KiB

scratchpad. In the general case (discounting the special first convolutional lay-

ers), the four PEs within a vault are applying distinct filters to the same inputs.

The filters are reused as they are applied across a tile. However, PEs in different

vaults apply the same filters to a different input tiles, wasting some potential

for filter reuse. Inputs are loaded in as k × 1 columns. Each column of input

loaded is reused k times for producing k output features. The limited size of

VIP’s scratchpads, however, evict this input feature before it can be reused for

the next row of outputs. Additionally, the scratchpads can store only a limited

number of filters, which forces VIP to load the same input tile again and again
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applying a new set of filters to the input, further wasting potential for input re-

use. This is an unfortunate drawback of VIP’s design, it was initially designed

for streaming workloads with minimal data reuse, therefore it forgoes the typ-

ical strategies for exploiting temporal and spatial data locality such as a cache

or a global buffer accessed by all PEs. The high memory bandwidth, however,

is able to overcome this limitation, allowing VIP to achieve close to its peak

performance.

Recurrent Neural Networks

The RNN used in this work is adapted from ESE by Han et al. [46]. Their work

constructs an RNN for speech recognition and uses sparsity in weights to reduce

the amount of computation performed. Only 10 % of weights in this RNN are

non-zero allowing ESE to effectively exploit sparsity. On the other hand, VIP

is designed for operation on dense data and therefore performs poorly as it

wastes time computing the 90 % of zero multiplications. As a result, while ESE

requires 82.7 µs for each time-step in the RNN, VIP requires 514 µs for the same.

Both these results are for a batch of 32 separate inputs. For context, an Nvidia

Titan X (Pascal) GPU requires 240 µs for the same benchmark, again working

with dense data. Its performance with sparse data is worse, requiring 287 µs.

Both VIP and the Nvidia GPU perform poorly on the RNN used by ESE be-

cause the size of matrices multiplied are very small. In fact, VIP’s runtime is

just over 2.1× the performance of the Titan X, despite the Titan X advertising a

peak computational throughput 10× that of VIP. VIP requires a barrier be in-

troduced between the three phases described in fig. 6.6, the barrier itself takes a

non-trivial amount of time leading to a loss in performance as the overheads as-
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sociated with the barrier cannot be amortised by useful computation performed

in the three phases. This is also reflected in the roofline plot shown in fig. 7.1d,

as the performance of the matrix-multiplication routine is significantly below

the roofline. VIP, however, will perform better with larger matrices, as shown

in results for the fully-connected layers in VGG-16.

7.2.2 Sensitivity to Architectural Choices

There are a number of architectural design choices that enable VIP to achieve

the performance target of real-time inference on the benchmarks considered, 16-

label MRF inference on full-HD video, and the VGG-16 CNN. It is interesting

to consider how VIP’s performance would scale under a different set of design

choices, given the evaluation presented in section 7.2.1.

VIP differs from a traditional vector architecture in two significant ways.

One, it uses a vector memory-memory paradigm supplying a software-managed

scratchpad memory instead of a traditional vector register file. This allows the

programmer to pack irregularly sized vectors and matrices much more effi-

ciently. Second, it provides a hardware reduction unit and support for matrix-

vector operations in its ISA, which serve as a way to offload loop overheads

from software to hardware, critical in the case of short vectors where the latency

of these loop instructions would be difficult to hide behind vector execution.

In order to evaluate the benefits of these approaches, we can emulate a fixed

vector register file in VIP by restricting the starting addresses where vectors can

be stored in the scratchpad. The IBM Active Memory Cube provides sixteen

256 B registers in each vector lane [88]. For the purposes of these experiments,
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I emulate the same register file configuration as it is similarly sized with VIP.

If we were to naively store one vector per register, we would quickly run out

of vector registers. A more efficient way to process vectors would be to pack

multiple vectors into the same register. Noting that vectors are just 32 B long

in the depth-from-stereo workload, we can pack eight such vectors into a single

register. These eight vectors can be loaded and stored using a single gather-load

or scatter-store instruction.

As VIP does not support gather-loads or scatter-stores, we can, for the pur-

poses of writing this micro-benchmark, store data in a way that a single contigu-

ous vector load can load these eight vectors. We can further assume that we can

ignore the overheads of these operations, specifically, the extra storage required

in order to store indices or addresses for the gather-load and scatter-store oper-

ations and the serialisation of these operations that would be necessary in order

to maintain memory consistency. Further, as we would only like to analyse the

effect from a microarchitecture perspective without inadvertently suffering sec-

ondary effects due to a change in memory access patterns, and because moving

256 B between DRAM and scratchpad is a legal instruction in VIP, the code for

VIP (using the scratchpad, reduction unit, and matrix-vector instructions) also

accesses memory in the same manner as the traditional vector processor.

While multiple vectors can be packed into a single vector register, operating

upon vectors packed in different locations in different registers is impossible

without first extracting the packed vectors. Moving N elements will require at

least dN/we cycles, where w is the width of the scratchpad port, we can assume

(optimistically) that this is the time required, and that there are no other over-

heads. Going back to fig. 4.2, line 3 can work with packed vectors, the rest of
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the code will require extracting and repacking vectors into registers, whether or

not we assume the presence of a reduction unit.

If we assume that our baseline vector processor has a reduction unit, the

packed messages must be extracted into individual registers. Each row of the

smoothness cost matrix must also be extracted, and an operation similar to a

vector-vector dot-product be performed for computing each outgoing message

element. These resulting scalar values must be repacked into their appropriate

location in the vector register. If, on the other hand, we assume that a vector

unit is not present, then we must execute the code as shown in fig. 4.2. We must

allocate different vector registers to hold the accumulated outgoing messages

as they are being generated, extract a scalar value and a smoothness matrix

column, add the two and accumulate. Finally, the resulting eight outgoing mes-

sages must be repacked and stored to memory.

The micro-benchmark used to evaluate these three configurations performs

BP on a 32× 32 tile, in the direction such that eight independent messages can

be updated by a PE using a single load or store instruction. The tile dimension

is chosen to be 32 because it equals 8× 4, the four vector processors in a vault

can update eight messages in parallel each. If the tile size is not a multiple of

32 (as in the case of BP on a full-HD image, which uses tiles of size 60× 34), the

performance of the vector processor would suffer even more.

We can compute analytically, as well as simulate the performance of these

three points in the design space – VIP, a vector processor with a vector register

file and reduction units, and a vector processor with a vector register file and no

reduction units. Analytical results show that the vector processor with a vector

register file with reduction units will take 1.45× as long as VIP, while a vector
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processor with a vector register file without reduction units will take 2.1× as

long as VIP. Experimental results from the VIP simulator with DRAMSim show

that this is indeed the case, the losses in performance of the two configurations

with respect to VIP are 1.57× and 2.03× respectively.

Figure 7.1 shows that all the workloads considered in this work have low

arithmetic intensity, and that VIP as it is presently designed balances the com-

pute and memory bandwidth requirements for these workloads. As a result,

improving VIP’s performance will require us to increase both the computa-

tional throughput as well as the memory bandwidth. Just as multiple HMC

devices may be interconnected using SERDES links, we could connect multiple

VIP devices to provide higher performance through parallel execution. This will

not require a significant change to software for VIP either – it is already written

in a parallel fashion, with each PE accessing its own local vault most of the time.

Merely scaling up the number of PEs in each vault may not be as effect-

ive. Increasing the number of PEs will move the compute roofline upwards,

workloads will now be bottlenecked by the memory bandwidth unless we can

provide a method to increase the arithmetic intensity. We cannot increase the

arithmetic intensity of BP-M, as it is a streaming application. CNNs, however,

have potential for data reuse, as described in section 7.2.1. In the present im-

plementation, filters are stored in the SRAM scratchpad and applied to multiple

input feature data. PEs within a vault, however, must stream in the same input

features, increasing the memory bandwidth requirement unnecessarily. Fur-

ther, the number of filters that may be stored in the scratchpad is limited by

the size of the scratchpad itself. Increasing the scratchpad size can also increase

data reuse in CNNs. This, however, comes at the cost of increased area require-
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ments. Presently, the 4 KiB scratchpad occupies 49.5 % of the area of a VIP PE,

increasing the scratchpad capacity will increase the area proportionally.

VIP was designed primarily for BP, which is a streaming workload with very

little data reuse. As a result, VIP forgoes caches as they would add area with

little benefit. However, memory-side caches inserted at each HMC vault may

potentially be useful for CNNs, as the caches will act as a coalescing buffer when

multiple PEs request the same set of input features. This can potentially reduce

the DRAM accesses saving energy required to access DRAM. This, however,

will probably not lead to any performance improvements without increasing

both the computational throughput of the system as well as the network band-

width.

While it may be tempting to assume that the same computation throughput

may be achieved using fewer PEs with a wider vector datapath, this approach

will not work in practice. First, a wider datapath may lead to wasted ALUs in

the vector pipeline if the length of the vector being processed is shorter than the

width of the pipeline. Second, software data prefetching must be made even

more aggressive in order to hide DRAM latency. Consider the case when the

width of the vector datapath is increased 4×, to 256 bit instead of the present

64 bit. In this scenario, computing eq. (4.1a) in depth-from-stereo with 16 labels

will require three vector additions, each taking exactly one clock cycle. Addi-

tionally, bubbles must be introduced into the pipeline to handle the read-after-

write dependencies between these instructions. Similarly, eq. (4.1b) will require

16 cycles to execute, with another cycle required for a normalisation step to en-

sure that values do not go out of range. DRAM latency for accessing data may

be as large as 240 cycles, implying that loads must be issued at least 12 loop
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iterations ahead of when data will be used, this will also fill up the 20-entry ar-

ray range check (ARC), making it a bottleneck that serialises loads from DRAM.

The effect on CNNs, however, will be exactly the opposite. If we combine the

vector datapaths and the scratchpads of the four PEs within a HMC vault, the

additional scratchpad capacity will allow for more filters to be stored in the

scratchpad, improving data reuse and increasing the arithmetic intensity. This

is attributable to a fundamental difference between BP and CNNs – BP requires

a microarchitecture capable of working efficiently with short vectors and low

arithmetic intensity, while CNNs use longer vectors with more data reuse re-

quiring lower arithmetic intensity. The same difference also carries in to the

behaviour of the DRAM memory system, as described in section 7.2.3.

Section 5.1 discussed how the ARC structure may be used to detect and mit-

igate all hazards in the vector pipeline at the cost of increased power. As loads

are issued once in many cycles, VIP presently has to check the ARC a few times

in many cycles. Using the ARC to detect all scratchpad hazards will necessit-

ate multiple checks every cycle, resulting in increased area and power for the

ARC. Additionally, it is not clear from RTL results if the ARC can be extended

to support the additional entries and read ports required by this change without

violating timing constraints.

Finally, VIP’s ISA may be extended by adding functional units within the

same basic vector unit structure. Some candidates include support for float-

ing point maths, and units for fast transcendental functions such as exponents,

logarithms, and trigonometric functions. Adding these functional units will in-

crease area but not change the programming model. In fact, RNNs necessit-

ate the addition of units for the logistic function as this is used for activations
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instead of ReLU. This may be achieved as quadratic interpolation using fast

lookup tables as described by Oberman and Siu [95].

7.2.3 Sensitivity to Memory Parameters

This work assumes that the memory system configuration is very similar to

the HMC with some modest changes (e.g.: open-page policy and faster refresh).

This section explores the performance of VIP under different parameter choices.

Starting with the configuration shown in table 7.1 (‘open page’), we can

change the row-buffer policy to closed page (‘closed page’). To simulate the

effect of varying memory parallelism, we may again start with the open page

policy, and reduce and increase the number of ranks (the HMC has one bank per

rank, so these terms are used interchangeably) by 4× (we increase and decrease

the number of rows per bank to keep the DRAM size constant) (‘fewer ranks’

and ‘more ranks’). The effect of wider and narrower rows may be studied by

increasing and decreasing the width of the DRAM rows (decreasing and increas-

ing the number of rows) by 4× (‘wide row’ and ‘narrow row’). Finally, to study

the effect of changing refresh policy, we may start with the open page policy

(which implicitly uses the refresh 4x mode described in the JEDEC DDR4 stand-

ard [2, Table 24]) and study the effect of increasing both tRFC and tREFI by 2× and

4× (‘refresh 2x’ and ‘refresh 1x’). Figure 7.2 shows the achieved memory band-

width (and execution time) for the end-to-end benchmarks – one iteration of

full-HD BP-M and the entire VGG-16 network under these configurations.

A closed page policy instead of an open page policy has a detrimental effect

on the effective memory bandwidth, which confirms the intuition in section 5.2.
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Figure 7.2: Memory bandwidth (and execution time) for BP on a full-HD im-
age and the VGG-16 [112] network, end-to-end (including the convolution, rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU), pooling, and fully-connected layers) under various
memory configurations obtained by tweaking the default HMC configuration.
Open page refers to the configuration in table 7.1. Closed page is the same con-
figuration, but with a closed page policy. Wide and narrow rows refers to the
open-page configuration with DRAM rows 4× wider and narrower, similarly
fewer ranks and more ranks refers to 4× fewer and more ranks per vault. Also
shown is the effect of increasing both tREFI and tRFC by 2× and 4× respectively.
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Decreasing the number of ranks in the system causes the memory bandwidth

to drop and the execution time to increase. This is not surprising – increased

memory-level parallelism allows more DRAM requests to be in flight at any

time, increasing the achievable bandwidth. Increasing the refresh interval (and

consequently the refresh cycle time) significantly decreases memory bandwidth

and increases execution time for BP, while CNNs are affected to a much lesser

degree. This is attributed to the fact that CNNs access memory through few,

large requests, while BP accesses memory through many small requests. As a

result, BP is more sensitive to memory system stalls. Similarly, CNNs show

higher bandwidth with wider rows, while BP shows a higher bandwidth with

narrow rows. Again, this is attributed to the nature of DRAM requests – CNNs

issue few large requests, while BP issues many small requests. Narrow rows

result in data being scattered across multiple rows, necessitating the row to be

closed and reopened when another PE requests the same data.

7.2.4 RTL Results

We can estimate the area and power required by VIP by synthesising RTL code

for a single PE. The RTL code is verified through unit tests as well as integration

tests that run small example kernels for both BP and CNNs. Switching activ-

ity factors from these RTL simulations are supplied to Synopsys PrimeTime to

estimate the power required by a VIP PE. The RTL design synthesis estimates

that a single PE requires 0.141 mm2 in silicon area after place-and-route, and

consumes 27 mW and 38 mW of power for BP and CNNs respectively. (CNNs

require more power than BP as they use multipliers, while BP does not.) 128

PEs will therefore occupy 18 mm2 in silicon area and consume 3.5 W to 4.8 W of
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Table 7.4: Area required by various components in a VIP PE, as reported after
place-and-route.

Component Area (µm2) Percentage

Fetch 16892 12.0
Decode 990 0.7
Register File 15944 11.3
Issue 2147 1.5
ARC 5365 3.8
Scalar 2547 1.8
Vector-control 554 0.4
Vector-vertical 16355 11.6
Vector-horizontal 5030 3.6
Scratchpad 69661 49.5
Load-store 3274 2.3
Other 1832 1.3

Total 140592 100.0

power, in addition to the power consumed by the 3D-stacked DRAM memory.

Figure 7.3 shows a single VIP PE after place-and-route. Table 7.4 shows the

area occupied by each component in VIP. Most of the area of a VIP PE comes

from the SRAMs in the scratchpad, the register file, and the instruction buffer.

Most of the area of the vertical vector unit comes from the pipelined multipli-

ers. The unit responsible for horizontal vector reduction operations requires

significantly less area, at just 3.6 % of the total area of the PE.

These area and power numbers presented do not account for the logic re-

quired to support logistic functions for RNNs activation functions. Logistic

functions could be implemented either as lookup tables or through quadratic

interpolation described by Oberman and Siu [95]. If these logistic functions are

implemented as lookup tables, the number of entries in these lookup tables will

depend on the amount of error that will be tolerated by the RNN, but could

range from 64 (used by Nurvitadhi et al. [91]) to 2048 (used by Han et al. [46]).
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Figure 7.3: The generated layout of one VIP processing engine (PE).

In addition, VIP’s on-chip network as well as the HMC memory system will also

consume power. As discussed in chapter 6, software is written so that the on-

chip network is very lightly loaded, so the main contribution for power will be

from the HMC itself. Jeddeloh and Keeth [56] report the power of an early HMC

prototype at 10 pJ bit−1 in 50 nm technology. At full bandwidth (320 GB s−1), this

translates to a power of 25.6 W for the HMC. Jacob et al. [54] report the DRAM

power of the IBM Active Memory Cube (which uses a HMC as well) at approx-

imately 5 W using a 14 nm process. Therefore, the total power required by VIP

will be 8 W to 30 W.
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CHAPTER 8

RELATED WORK

There are a number of related work, both in the field of processing in memory

(PIM) as well as in developing architectures for belief propagation (BP) on prob-

abilistic graphical models (PGMs), convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and

multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs).

8.1 Prior Work in Processing-In-Memory

Early PIM concepts – first LSI memories The concept of PIM isn’t new. The

oldest references in literature are from the late 1960s and early 1970s, when

memory saw a transition from magnetic core to transistor-based memory. At

that time, the complexity of electronic chips was dominated by the pin count

instead of the transistor count, thereby creating for a need for chips that could

do more with less pins. At this point, there were proposals for augmenting

the electronic cache chips with additional logic to perform some tasks. For

instance, Levitt and Kautz [76] proposed adding logic to the cache chips for

error-correcting codes. Kautz [63] advocated instead for developing memory as

logic-and-storage circuits with 10–50 gates each that could be programmed to

serve various functions. In this way, through programming each cell to serve

different functions, the memory as a whole may be used to achieve arbitrarily

complex tasks, such as a memory that keeps all words sorted, as a stack, a heap,

or as content-addressed memory. Stone [116] motivated his work as trying to

increase the complexity of large-scale integrated circuits in the cache memories

while keeping pin counts (and therefore the complexity and costs of modules)

low. He proposed a number of operations that may be executed by such a logic-
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in-memory cache, such as searching for values that match certain criteria (such

as equality, inequality), modifying results of matched searches (such as copy-

ing over tag bits that indicate results, or performing logic operations such as

AND over tag bits), adding words present in two different sectors in memory,

or multiplying every element in a sector of memory.

First generation of PIMs – planar chips There’s little work on PIM from the

1970s until the early 1990s. Elliott et al. [25] presented work on Computational

RAM. They argued that the memory bandwidth available at the sense amplifi-

ers in a contemporary DRAM system was 1.1 TB s−1, then throttled by limited

pins on DRAM devices and on the system bus down to 33 MB s−1. Even with

aggressive caching, a contemporary cache only provided 130 MB s−1 of memory

bandwidth, which was orders of magnitude less than the memory bandwidth

available at the DRAM sense amplifiers. They developed a proof-of-concept

chip which has 8 Kibit of SRAM and 64 processing elements. The authors spe-

cifically targeted such a chip towards digital signal processing, such as comput-

ing the discrete cosine transform typically used in image processing, and 2D

convolutions. Kogge et al. [67] present EXECUBE, a system that ties in eight

processing elements inside a conventional DRAM die. Each processing element

has 64 kB of its own memory, a 16 bit processor, and can communicate with

other devices through off-chip links. The processing elements can work either

decoupled (in MIMD mode) or coupled (SIMD mode) wherein an external con-

troller broadcasts instructions to these processing elements. The EXECUBE is

designed so as to have multiple devices running in parallel, and a real hard-

ware implementation consisting of 64 chips was developed. The EXECUBE, the

authors claim, can execute 50 MIPS while consuming 2.7 W. Kogge et al. [68]
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further discuss this paradigm, which they term ‘Shamrock’, which consists of

tiles of CPU and DRAM memory laid out on a die. The chip is designed to

function in one of three modes, an accelerator model – the PIM is designed to

perform certain tasks offloaded by a CPU, massively parallel peer model – the

PIM chips are networked and work independently without a host, and an act-

ive memory management model – the PIM chips perform some operations for

managing the memory hierarchy in a computer. This is particularly interest-

ing taxonomy as it can be seen in PIM architectures even today. Murphy et al.

[86] propose using Data Intensive Systems benchmark suite instead of the then

conventional SPEC’95 suite. Their reasoning was that SPEC has fairly regular

memory accesses, whereas the Data Intensive Systems suite does not. Of partic-

ular interest in the Data Intensive Systems suite is a simplified object-oriented

database which supports insert, delete, and query operations, although the pa-

per only focuses on the query operation. This system closely couples a vector re-

gister file with the row buffer in DRAM. The 2 Kibit row buffer provides 256 bit

as a vector to be stored in the vector register file.

Gokhale et al. [41] present Terasys, a massively parallel PIM array that could

be used as memory or as a PIM. Their system consists of SRAMs 2048×64 bit,

with 64 bit-serial ALUs (each ALU operates on one bit of memory). Many such

PIM units can be tied together to create a system with 32 k single-bit ALUs and

8 MiB of address space. The authors also develop a data-parallel bit C language

for programming such a system.

Two well known works in PIM include FlexRAM by Kang et al. [61], and

IRAM by Patterson et al. [99]. IRAM advocates for putting in vector processors

inside DRAM. Specifically, Patterson et al. [99] cite the advantages of a vector
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processor as not requiring cache due to their generally operating on an entire

memory block, and accessing data in fairly uniform strides. Some of the num-

bers mentioned in this work are significantly large for their times. For instance,

it is claimed that IRAM would offer 100 GB s−1 of memory bandwidth, be able

to support thirty two 64-element vector registers, and have support for floating

point and integer operations. This in contrast to IBM’s Active memory cube [88],

almost two decades later, which also sports fairly similar numbers, albeit with

many more vector processors and achieves a bandwidth of 320 GB s−1 through

3D stacking. FlexRAM by Kang et al. [61] follows a different approach. It uses

an array of 64 single program multiple data (SPMD) processors, each processor

capable of accessing 1 MB of DRAM and communicating with two neighbours.

A two-issue RISC processor is also provided for broadcast and reduction oper-

ations.

Hall et al. [45] present DIVA, a different take on the PIM paradigm. In this

case, the authors put in a node processor, but also include another processor that

works at the sense amps. The processor at the sense amps can perform wide bit-

operations such as searches, pattern matching, and even limited pointer chasing

along with associative-and-commutative reduction operations. PIMs in DIVA

communicate on a bus separate from the host bus, therefore do not cause traffic

on the host bus. Memory on the PIM may be used either as dumb memory

– wherein it is used only by the host processor and not by the processors in

memory. It may also be used as PIM-only memory – accessible only to the

PIM processors but not to the host, or as global memory – accessible to both

the host and PIM processors. Oskin et al. [96] present Active pages, a differ-

ent model that seeks to offload intensive computation to memory. The authors

use reconfigurable-architecture DRAM (RADram) which integrates FPGAs with
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DRAM. The use of FPGAs as opposed to processors allows for a greater deal of

flexibility in terms of the operations that may be supported. The authors show

how Active pages can be used to reduce the overhead of array insertion and

deletion to O(1) by moving array elements in parallel. They also show imple-

mentation of database query operations, and implement MMX primitives on

Active pages.

Another interesting development during this period is the Impulse memory

controller by Zhang et al. [137]. Technically, this is not a PIM system, it is a

memory controller that maps the unused memory address space to perform

interesting operations on data. For instance, if the memory address space can

address 4 GiB but only 1 GiB is installed, it can map the remaining 3 GiB of space

to aliases within the installed memory. A system could use this to improve cache

locality, for instance, by transposing a matrix at the memory controller.

Second generation of PIMs – 3D stacked chips The next wave of PIM re-

search starts with 3D stacked designs that make it possible to integrate modern

logic and memory systems through the use of through-silicon vias (TSVs). One

such example (discussed extensively in this work) is Micron’s hybrid memory

cube (HMC) [53] that abstracts away the DRAM interface. Loh et al. [81] argue

that this constitutes processing in memory. The HMC provides support for a

very limited number of atomic memory operations, which is why it features in

this list. Zhu et al. [140] present a framework for generating ASICs compatible

with 3D stacked DRAM. A follow-up [141] implements ASICs for Sp-GEMM

(used in graph processing) and 2D FFT. Guo et al. [44] present a system where

the logic die on a Hybrid memory cube consists of a number of domain-specific

accelerators. The system can then be programmed to create a pipeline of these
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accelerators to solve an interesting problem. Pugsley et al. [101] present a sys-

tem that uses low power ARM Cortex A5 like cores in the logic layer of a Hybrid

memory cube, with a MapReduce programming paradigm. Ahn et al. [4] fol-

low a similar paradigm, using single-issue in-order cores within the logic layer

of a HMC, along with some additional hardware for efficient message passing

between cores. They also use two kinds of prefetchers to hide the memory

latency, a conventional list prefetcher, and another prefetcher that is triggered on

receiving a message from a core. They target their system for processing graphs,

although they limit their evaluation to fairly simple kernels. Nai and Kim [87]

study breadth-first search graph traversals and show how the HMC 2.0 stand-

ard with its atomic compare-and-swap instruction can significantly reduce the

bandwidth required for graph traversals. Their argument is that graph traversal

is an irregular workload that does not benefit through caching. By offloading

this to the memory system, they can reduce the amount of data movement sig-

nificantly. Ahn et al. [6] propose another system, one that develops special

instructions that may be executed on the memory system. When a processor

encounters such an instruction, it offloads the instruction to the memory. How-

ever, this system relies on the host processor translating the virtual addresses

to physical addresses, which may potentially make the host processor a bottle-

neck when issuing multiple instructions to multiple PIM devices. Moreover, the

number of PIM enabled instructions is limited.

Farmahini-Farahani et al. [31] also use 3D stacking for near-data processing;

instead of using a 3D stacked memory system such as the Hybrid memory

cube, they stack CGRAs with commodity 2D DRAM using TSVs. Akin et al.

[7] present a system for reorganizing data in memory, again using 3D stacked

DRAM and near-data processing. This is interesting because it brings in similar
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functionality to the Impulse memory controller [137].

Nair et al. [88] present Active Memory Cube, a design by IBM in order to

reach exascale computing at less than 20 MW. They put in vector processors at

the logic layer of a HMC. The architecture of the Active Memory Cube has been

discussed extensively in this work. Nair et al. target applications typically used

in supercomputers, such as DAXPY and DGEMM, along with some other ap-

plications [89]. The particularly interesting aspect of this work is that it revisits

near-memory computing two decades after Gokhale et al. [41] used a similar

argument for surmounting the then barrier for supercomputing, petascale com-

puting.

Jayasena et al. [55] argue that PIMs will benefit most from heterogeneity.

While memory-bound applications benefit from in-memory execution, compute-

bound applications take longer to run (as in-memory processors must be de-

signed to be energy efficient) compared to a host that would have a CPU and

GPU on the same die. This follows a trend of papers from AMD research, such

as work by Zhang et al. [136], which advocates a similar approach of placing

GPU compute units within the logic die of a 3D stacked memory similar to the

Hybrid memory cube. Their performance model for the PIM system is com-

puted by scaling performance and power on existing GPUs. Xu et al. [135],

again from AMD research, discuss the performance of Accelerated compute

units (similar to the PIMs considered by Jayasena et al.) consisting of CPU+GPU

for deep learning.

Xi et al. [133] present JAFAR, a system that exists as a discrete IC mounted

on a DDR3 DIMM for filtering database queries. The system as presented works

only for integer comparisons, but the authors claim that it could be extended.
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When a select operation is sent to a database, the system only returns matched

queries.

Azarkhish et al. [12] study the effect of address scrambling on the perform-

ance of various graph and PARSEC benchmarks operating under a PIM envir-

onment through the study of program traces, although they do not specify what

their ‘PIM clusters’, the units that actually perform computation, look like. An-

other work by the same authors [13] considers the case when the PIM unit is an

ASIC optimized for neural networks.

Gao et al. [37] develop a system similar to the one proposed by Ahn et al. [4]

in that it uses in-order single-issue cores, similar to ARM Cortex A7. They evalu-

ate performance on various workloads including MapReduce, graph, and deep

neural networks. Another work by Gao and Kozyrakis [38] proposes a hetero-

geneous reconfigurable logic that provides both coarse-grained functional units

and fine-grained logic blocks to serve as a bridge between CGRAs and FPGAs,

and evaluate its performance on MapReduce, graph, and deep neural network

benchmarks.

Morad et al. [84] propose a different approach to computations using ReRAM

technology. They propose using SIMD like processing units much like PIM tech-

nology that would use any other memory technology such as SRAM or DRAM.

However, unlike SRAM or DRAM, the authors note that ReRAM crossbars are

typically created in the higher metal layers of a chip, while the lower layers are

available for CMOS logic. The authors are thus able to create a chip that has

both compute and memory on the same die without using 3D stacking.
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Processing-using-memory An alternate form of in-memory processing is not

to add additional logic units to memory, but to use properties of the memory

itself in order to perform computation. This is a paradigm called processing-

using-memory rather than processing-in-memory. For instance ReRAMs are

gaining popularity in approximate computing. The grid structure of ReRAM ar-

rays allows for performing approximate matrix-vector multiplications by sum-

ming currents through the array [43]. This approximate matrix-vector multi-

plication is useful in the evaluation of neural networks, which has prompted a

number of publications in the field, including Bojnordi and Ipek [15], Chi et al.

[18], Hu et al. [51] and Shafiee et al. [110]. These are discussed in section 8.3.

Finally, Gao et al. [36] present a DRAM based reconfigurable fabric that replaces

the SRAM based lookup tables in FPGAs. They perform some optimizations to

hide the larger latencies of DRAM accesses while reducing power.

8.2 Prior Work in Vector Computing

Early vector processors The earliest vector processors were the CDC STAR-

100 and the Cray-1 [108]. These computers developed using scalar pipelines,

and vectorisation was used as a tool to amortise the long startup latencies. The

CDC STAR-100 used a vector memory-memory processing paradigm, which

meant that the operands as well as the results would be streamed in from and

out to main memory, which consisted of ferrite core. The STAR-100 also had

virtual memory support, which was unusual for supercomputers of the era, as

well as support for vector reduction instructions in its instruction set. However,

the scalar performance of the STAR-100 was fairly low; Amdahl’s law kicked in

resulting in lower than expected performance for most applications. The Cray-
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1 on the other hand used a vector-register paradigm, the pipelines operated on

data stored in vector registers instead of main memory. The programmer had

to move data between memory and registers. The vector-register paradigm has

a distinct advantage in reducing memory bandwidth required as intermediate

data may be stored in vector registers instead of being written back to memory.

Additionally, the latency of accessing registers was just one cycle, whereas ac-

cessing memory required 11 cycles. The Cray-1 allowed vector operations to be

chained, i.e. connecting the output of one vector pipeline to the input of another

vector pipeline, potentially executing two operations every clock cycle.

Multi-pipeline vector processors While the CDC STAR-100 and the Cray-1

were essentially scalar pipelines that used vector processing to amortise the

startup overheads of these pipelines and parallelising execution in time, vector

processors introduced in the 1980s by Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC used multiple

parallel datapaths to parallelise program execution in both time and space. For

example, the Hitachi S-820 had an add-logical pipeline consisting of four fully

segmented pipelines, a multiply-add pipeline again consisting of four fully seg-

mented pipelines, and a division pipeline consisting of one fully segmented

pipeline [64]. The Fujitsu VP2000 series introduced a variable vector register

configuration, the compiler or programmer could choose a register file config-

uration that varied the number of vector registers between 8 and 64, correspond-

ing to a vector length between 2048 B and 256 B respectively [122]. Similarly, the

NEC SX-2 also had four 4-wide vector pipelines [32].

Single-chip vector processors and later efforts Vector processors described

in the previous paragraphs were typically implemented as multiple ECL chips.
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Asanović [10] proposed T0, a single-chip vector processor in CMOS technology.

T0 evolved into Spert-II [128], developed as a computer for accelerating neural

networks. Scale [73] proposed a new vector-thread paradigm that unifies vec-

tor and multi-threaded execution. Maven [14] was a single-lane vector-thread

architecture which was simpler to implement and had similar energy efficiency

as a multi-lane implementation.

On the other end, work by Espasa and Valero [28, 29] and Espasa et al. [30]

focussed on improving the performance of vector processors by allowing them

to hide latency using similar techniques as microprocessors. These included

decoupling access and execute, and adding multithreaded and out-of-order ex-

ecution to vector processors. These techniques were already successfully used

by microprocessors for hiding memory latency, supporting these in vector pro-

cessors was tricky as the vector register file became more complex and these

techniques relied upon handling data dependencies and precise exceptions cor-

rectly.

Espasa et al. [27] and Quintana et al. [102] advocate adding vector copro-

cessors to existing superscalar processors. As these vector units have multiple

pipelines (spatial SIMD), they must communicate with a special high-bandwidth

cache so that data movement does not become a bottleneck. To this end, both

these works propose special vector caches or modifications of the existing L2

cache to achieve this high bandwidth.

Vector IRAM [71] took a different approach to providing high bandwidth

to vector processors, coupling processors with embedded DRAM on the same

die. CODE [72] tackled the increasing complexity of vector register files by us-

ing a clustered vector register file approach, dividing the vector processor into
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clusters with local register files. Clusters are designed to access only their local

registers, and registers may be moved between clusters using an on-chip net-

work. This network may be designed to be either simple or complex depending

on the implementation point. This system allows each individual register file to

have fewer ports.

Another related system is the IBM Cell processor [60], which shares some

characteristics with VIP, although there are some key differences between the

two. Cell employs a SIMD processing paradigm for its synergistic processing

elements, which have a 128 bit datapath. These processing elements operate on

a 256 KiB local storage that contains both instructions as well as data. The local

storage, however, is very different from VIP’s scratchpad. While VIP’s scratch-

pad is controlled using the array range check (ARC) unit in a way that is invis-

ible to the programmer, Cell uses a DMA engine to move data between local

storage and main memory. Additionally, Cell’s synergistic processing elements

internally use SIMD registers that are loaded from local storage, which has only

one read and one write port. Essentially, the local storage in Cell operates as a

software managed cache for the synergistic processing element, whereas, in VIP,

it operates in lieu of a register file. Additionally, Cell does not provide support

for arbitrarily long vectors or matrix-vector operations in its ISA; as discussed

in chapter 4, these are critical for efficient performance on the applications con-

sidered in this work.
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8.3 Prior Work in Hardware Architectures

ASIC Implementations Prior work involving ASIC for BP includes work by

Cheng et al. [17] and Liang et al. [77] using a tile-based BP algorithm, which

stores only messages at the edge of a tile, and recomputes messages within a

tile through multiple BP-M iterations within the tile. Their system can achieve

30 fps for 720p video, but performs only one effective iteration. Work by Tseng

and Chang [121] uses a ‘spinning message’ update, based on the message stor-

age scheme for bipartite graphs proposed by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher

[33]. ASIC implementations for CNNs include Eyeriss by Chen et al. [16], which

has been discussed extensively in previous chapters and served as a baseline

CNN accelerator. Tetris by Gao et al. [39] extends Eyeriss by coupling the Eye-

riss architecture with 3D stacked memory similar to a HMC. Tetris’ results are

presented only with regards to a hypothetical baseline, and are therefore hard

to compare against. Other work includes Neurostream by Azarkhish et al. [13]

and Neurocube by Kim et al. [65]. Both these works involve multiply accu-

mulate (MAC) units on the logic die of a HMC, supplied data by finite state

machines that generate address request streams to DRAM. Cnvlutin by Alber-

icio et al. [8] saves computation by skipping multiplications where one of the

operands is a zero. SCNN by Parashar et al. [97] goes further by storing the

weights and activations in a sparse-compressed format. Cambricon by Liu et

al. [80] presents itself as an ISA for neural networks, but it dedicates almost all

its hardware resources to matrix-matrix multiplication using MAC units. The

tensor processing unit (TPU) by Jouppi et al. [59], deployed in Google’s data-

centres, makes a similar design choice. Not only can these systems not work

with min-sum BP due to their reliance on the MAC primitive as a building block,
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their lack of resources towards element-wise vector operations means that they

will struggle to provide good performance on adding multiple incoming mes-

sages, a crucial part of min-sum BP. PuDianNao by Liu et al. [79] is a machine

learning accelerator for multiple machine learning kernels. PuDianNao offers a

pipelined, fixed-function implementation of parallel and reduction operations.

VIP, on the other hand, leaves the choice of these operations to the programmer

thereby providing more flexibility than a datapath with fixed functional units.

Wawrzynek et al. [128] developed Spert-II in the 90s, adding vector instructions

to the MIPS ISA for training and inference on neural networks. Their design

used 16-bit vector elements, and was 30 times faster than a SPARC-20 work-

station at the time. Venkataramani et al. [123] propose ScaleDeep, a system

that allows the execution of neural networks at scale, such as in a data-centre.

Their approach is a modular one – providing both compute-heavy and memory-

heavy tiles which are optimized for their respective tasks, which are composed

to create a big system.

FPGA Implementations Prior work involving FPGA implementations for BP

include work by Park et al. [98] that uses 320 parallel processing engines spread

across two Xilinx Virtex-II FPGAs. Lin et al. [78] use the block RAMs (BRAMs)

inside the FPGA to provide high-bandwidth memory. Their solution, however,

does not work for graphs with loops and therefore cannot be used for vision

applications. Additionally, it is limited by the size of BRAMs inside the FPGA.

Severance and Lemieux [109] develop Venice, a soft FPGA-based vector pro-

cessor. As a soft accelerator on an FPGA, Venice runs at a low clock frequency

and therefore cannot provide the necessary throughput. Unlike VIP where data

transfers are invisible to the programmer, Venice relies on a DMA controller to
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move data between DRAM and the BRAMs inside the FPGA. Wei et al. [129]

use systolic array for CNNs that achieves comparable performance against VIP.

Nurvitadhi et al. [92] and Zhao et al. [138] employ binarised neural networks,

i.e. neural networks where weights are expressed as binary values instead of

as real numbers, and map these to FPGA platforms. Aydonat et al. [11] use

OpenCL to map deep neural networks (DNNs) to an FPGA platform, their work

uses special Winograd transformations to reduce the computational complexity

of the convolution operation. Han et al. [46] propose ESE, an FPGA system for

sparse long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, which has also been extens-

ively discussed as a baseline architecture for recurrent neural networks (RNNs).

Mahajan et al. [82] present Tabla, a system that can generate FPGA accelerat-

ors for a class of machine learning algorithms that employ stochastic gradient

descent, while Sharma et al. [111] present DnnWeaver, a system that generates

FPGA implementations for DNNs expressed in the Caffe framework [57]. Tabla

focuses on training, not inference, while DnnWeaver works on DNNs, not BP.

Brainwave by Chung et al. [22] stores neural network parameters within the

BRAMs within FPGAs, using data-centre scale deployment for large models.

Brainwave presently does not support BP. Even if support for BP were added

to Brainwave, this model may be inefficient for very large data sizes, e.g.: BP-M

on a full-HD image requires over 300 MB of storage (∼30 FPGAs).

Non-conventional Devices Wang et al. [127] propose a system that uses op-

tical resonant Gibbs sampling units for Markov random field (MRF) inference.

Unlike BP, their approach uses Gibbs sampling. As a result, they require many

more iterations than VIP, which greatly increases execution time (e.g.: 1100 ms

per frame for full-HD video with just five labels). Work by Bojnordi and Ipek
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[15], Chi et al. [18], Shafiee et al. [110] and Song et al. [114] uses ReRAM crossbar

arrays to perform dense matrix multiplications for DNNs. These do not work

for BP.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Summary and Contributions

This work presents a system – VIP (Versatile Inference Processor) – for fast in-

ference in machine learning algorithms such as probabilistic graphical mod-

els (PGMs), convolutional neural networks (CNNs), multi-layer perceptrons

(MLPs), and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Unlike prior work, VIP achieves

high programmability, competitive performance, and low power. It achieves

this through three mechanisms – 1. using a vector processing paradigm that

is well understood by hardware and software engineers alike; 2. presenting a

paradigm that allows a vector processor to perform matrix-vector (and vector

reduction) operations without making assumptions of the composition of op-

erators within these operations 3. coupling multiple, independent processing

engines (PEs) with 3D stacked DRAM memory in order to supply high band-

width access to data.

VIP’s development was motivated by a number of key observations about

the benchmarks considered.

Algorithms are in constant development The applications considered have

algorithms that are in constant development. Sufficient care must be taken to

ensure that any accelerator designed for these applications can adapt to chan-

ging state-of-the-art algorithms. For instance, in our case study with Hierarch-

ical TRW-S, adding a hierarchical modification to the algorithm resulted in sig-

nificant improvement in performance. Exploiting this performance, however,
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required that new functional units be written and integrated with prior work

by Choi and Rutenbar [19, 20]. If their accelerator were developed as an ASIC

instead of on an FPGA, we would be out of luck. It is critical, therefore, to have

accelerators that can be programmed to support not just the algorithms known

today, but any future developments as well.

Memory bandwidth is critical The applications and algorithms considered

all have very high memory bandwidth, and very low arithmetic intensity, much

lower than that required by contemporary CPUs and GPUs for good perform-

ance. As a result, new systems must be designed in a manner that they are able

to work efficiently with the low arithmetic intensity of the applications con-

sidered. Modern 3D stacked DRAM and processing in memory (PIM) systems

are promising in this regard.

Vector processing is a good fit The vector processing paradigm is an excellent

fit for the machine learning benchmarks presented in this work. However, we

must adopt the right paradigm for vector processing. VIP works particularly

efficiently by recognising that almost all these algorithms consist of vector op-

erations immediately followed by reduction, and that these operations extend

beyond the multiply accumulate (MAC) unit that is prevalent in scientific com-

puting workloads. Additionally, VIP ensures that its vector units remain busy

by allowing the program to set up subsequent loop iterations while the vector

unit is busy with a long-latency operation.
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9.2 Future Work

There are a number of possible extensions to VIP that may be incorporated in

the future. First, VIP may be augmented with additional functional units in the

vector unit to support a broader class of applications. For instance, adding sup-

port for RNN requires adding a unit to compute the logistic function. Other

functional units that may be added include exponents, logarithms, and trigono-

metric functions.

VIP has been designed for accelerating the computation involved in infer-

ence on PGMs; it could be augmented with additional support for traversing

irregular graphs. There are a number of hardware architectures designed for

accelerating graph traversals, but they do not include support for vector pro-

cessing required by PGMs. Integrating graph processing accelerators with VIP

can bridge this divide, offering competitive performance on more general PGM

applications.

We observed, in section 7.2.1 that VIP does not perform as well as ESE as it

is unable to exploit sparsity. At the moment, VIP has been designed only for

dense matrix-vector algebra. It is possible to extend VIP’s model to be truly ver-

satile by adding support for arbitrary dimensional tensors as well as for sparse

tensors.

Other extensions of this work include development of a high-level program-

ming model for VIP and an associated compiler. In this regard, a domain-

specific language or framework such as TensorFlow [3] or Halide [103] may

be useful in such development and mapping additional applications to VIP.
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